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ABSTR,{CT

This research project rvas undertaken to examine the need for oiled debris management

sites on the southwest coast of Vancouver Island along Juan de Fuca Strait, and to identi$r

potential oiled debris management sites between Sooke and Tofino based on site specific

physical, envirorurrental and social considerations encompassed by site selection criteria.

This study involved a literature review, interviews and on-site field surveys. Limitations,

constraints and local concerns along the coast were investigated, a suitable size of working

area for each of these oiled debris management sites was derived on the basis of the

primary factors which would influence the volume of oiled debris which might be generated

under a worst case scenario, pertinent site selection criteria were developed, and nine

potential sites were identified. The scope of the search for oiled debris management sites

was limited to a preliminary investigation for candidate sites which will still require an

individual environmental impact assessment. The conclusions are that, although the

potential occurrence of a major oil spill in Juan de Fuca Strait would support the

requirement for oiled debris management sites, only a very limited number of potential

sites are available along the study area. Of these sites, any designated sites should only

serve a temporary function as part of a pre-established ultimate treatment and disposal

strategy for oiled debris. Also, past experience would urge the approval of any designated

sites to be carried out through a public review process whereat the public can express its

concerns as well as learn how these sites would complement the overall strategy and

infrastructure for British Columt¡ia's Marine Oil Spill Contingency Plan.
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Section A

INTRODUCTION

A..1 BACKGROI]ND

March 24, 1989, marked a turning point for Canadians and Americans in their

perception of the haz-ards associated with the marine transport of oil. At I2.O4 a.m. on this

date, the E>o<on Valdez, an oil tanker transporting 2OO,OOO cubic metres of crude oil

destined for Los Angeles, ran aground on Bligh Reef in Prince William Sound, Alaska.

What followed was the worst marine oil spill disaster in U.S. history up to that time.

Almost 4I,600 cubic metres were spilled from the vessel. No one was prepared for an oil

spill of this sZe. Over the following days, the area of impact from the oil spill grew in

magnitude to cover an area over 7,680 square kilometres, and spoiled 56O kilometres of

pristine shoreline in Prince William Sound (The National Response Team, 1989). The

confused and delayed response brought on by the unpreparedness of Exxon and government

agencies to deal with such a disaster was all too apparent through the news media.

This time Canada was fortunate. The oil spill was caused by an American company

and affected only an American coast. Although British Columbians had just finished

cleaning up a fouled coastline northwest of the Juan de Fuca Strait as a result of the

Nestucca oil spill that had occurred off the coast of Washington on December 23, 1988, the

size of that spill was only 2.3o/o of the size of the Valdez spill. Even then, only a fraction of

the spilled oil ended up on the Canadian coast. The immediate question that we as

Canadians should be asking ourselves is, if an oil spill of the magnitude of the Valdez spill

was to happen off our shoreline, how well are we prepared to address such a situation on

shorL notice along those stretches of our vast shorelines which are exposed to oil tanker

traffic or oil exploration and production activities? An American investigation carried

out by the U.S. National Response Team immediately following the Valdez spill expressed a

similar concern in a report dated May, 1989, and titled "The Exxon Valdez Oil Spill - A
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Report to the President". Lfüewise, a Canadian "Public Review Panel on Tanker Safety and

Marine Spills Response Capability", which had commenced holding public hearings in

l9B9 at numerous coastal communities following the Valdez disaster, said in its interim

report to the Minister of Environment that "To date no one has told the panel that they can

handle a major spill under any conditions".

The primary lesson learned from the Nestucca and Valdez oil spÍlls is that despite

the precautionary measures which may be in place to prevent or minimize the probability

of marine oil spill accidents, they cannot be altogether prevented from occurring. Our task,

therefore, is to fully prepare ourselves for responding to and mitigating marine oil spills,

particularly major spills.

Canada's reaction to the Nestucca and Valdez oil spills has indeed been to

investigate our state of preparedness to address marine oil spills, and to determine what

improvements and initiatives need to be undertaken so as to better prevent and better

respond to the occur.rence of marine oil spills. This activity has been carried out on several

fronts, that is, provincially, nationally and internationally.

Provincially, Mr. David Anderson was appointed by the Premier of British

Columbia to investigate the subject matter. Following four months of public hearings at

numerous B.C. coastal communities during the summer of 1989, Mr. Anderson submitted a

thorough report of his findings and recornmendations to the Premier of British Columbia

in a report dated November, 1989, and titled "Report to the Premier on Oil Transportation

and Oil Spills". Mr. Anderson's report outlined a total of 184 recommendations.

Nationally, a "Public Review Panel on Tanker Safety and Marine Spitls Response

Capability" v/as appointed try the Prime Minister of Canada. The Public Review Panel was

busy throughout 1989 and 199O holding public hearings at coastal communities on the

Pacific and Atlantic Ocean, and along the arctic coast. On September 29, 1989, they issued

an "Interim Reporl" which outlined the Panel's mandate and made seven recorrunendations
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in advance of their final report because of the urgency of the subject. Their final report,

dated September,l99O, was released in November of 1990.

Internationally, following the Nestucca oil spill, the Premier of British Columbia

and the Governor of Washington established aTaskForce to review the broad subject of oil

transportation and handling, oil spill prevention and oil spill response procedures as it

related to the west coast situation. Following the Valdez oil spill, which occurred shortly

thereafter, the Task Force was expanded to include Alaska, Oregon and California, and was

then called the "States/British Columbia Oil Spill Task Force". This Task Force issued an

"Interim Report" in December of IgB9, followed by a "Final Report of the States/British

Columbia Oil Spill Task Force" dated October, 1990.

The preceding investigations thoroughly reviewed virtually every aspect of marine

oil spills. Many problems and deficiencies were highlighted, and many recommendations

were offered.

Generally, the logical hierarchy approach of managing the problem of marine oil

spills is through:

1) prevention of oil spills;

2) isolation of the spill;

3) minimization of edent of oil spill by quick response and containment;

4) treatrnent; and

5) disposal;

In this regard, a particular area of importance pointed out by the various investigations,

and upon which this study has focused, concerns the lack of waste management sites for

oiled debris. Although literature sources most commonly speak of oiled debris disposat

sites, "disposal" is only one of the activities of waste management. Therefore, this report

will henceforth reference the so-called "oiled debris disposal sites" as "oiled debris

management sites", with the understanding that oiled debris means any organic or
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inorganic substance which has been contaminated by way of exposure to oil, or its

components or derivatives, through adsorption, absorption or consumption.
L2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

An immediate problem for British Columbia, concerning marine oil spitls, is the

lack of predesignated oiled debris management sites for use in the event of major oil spills

along the marine transportation route of Juan de Fuca Strait. Given that despite

preventative measures, marine oil spills can and will occur, and that better technologies

for dealing with the containment and clean-up of spilled oil will inevitably evolve, current

oil spill problems will have to be addressed with our current technologies. In this regard,

where in-place treatment of a fouled coastline cannot be implemented, the oiled debris

would have to be removed, where possible or where necessary, to restore the coastline to an

environmentally safe and aesthetic condition. Since the main objective in an oil spill

clean-up programme is to react as quickly as possible so as to minimize the environmental

damage, predesignated oiled debris management sites located locally along the high risk

coastline are required to complement the response programme, particularly during a

major marine oil spill. In the absence of such predesignated sites, confusion or disputes in

locating appropriate sites can occur, valuable time can be lost while searching for such

sites, or environmentally inappropriate sites might be picked on an ad hoc basis. This can

translate not only into more extensive environmental damage, but also result in higher

lawsuit costs for damage compensation, both of which can threaten the sustainabitity of

off-shore transportation of oil or the development of off-shore oil resources.

A.3 DEFIN¡'ITION OF THE STI]DY

The purpose of this study is to identify and assess potential oiled debris

management sites, for the treatment,/management of contaminated organic and inorganic

materials arising from oil spill incidents along British Columbia's coast by means of the
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development of site specific selection criteria. The specific study area along British

Columbia's coast for this research project is the southwest coast of Vancouver Island, along

the Juan de Fuca Strait, between the communities of Sooke and Tofino (see Figure A-I).

This area is recognized as a high risk area by the B.C. Ministry of Environment and the

"States/British Columbia Oil Spill Task Force".

1.3.1 Objectives

The objectives of the study are:

l. to demonstrate the need for oiled debris management sites by documenting the

various problems encountered through past practices of handling and managing

oiled debris during oil spill clean-up activities;

2. to determine the appropriate size of land area required for each oiled debris

management site based on the worst case volume of oiled debris from a major oil

spill, including any additional area which may be required for the storage of

associated emergency equipment and supplies;

3. to examine the limitations, constraints and potential concerns associated with the

establishment and use of oiled debris management sites;

4. to develop site selection criteria for oiled debris management sites; and

5. to identify potential locations for oiled debris management sites.

L,3.2 Scope of the Study

This study is restricted to identifying and assessing potential areas for oiled debris

management sites to complement British Columbia's oil spitl contingency clean-up

strategy relating to the study area. The potential sites are identified on l:IOO,OOO scale

plans, and are based on an on-sÍte field survey of the study area, on currently available

relevant information for this region, and are supported by the development of site

selection criteria. This study is not an environmental impact assessment of the

potential sites, nor is it intended to suggest their design. Rather, the study only
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constitutes a screerring process to identify candidate sites for consideration and further

evaluation.

Current technologies available for the management of oiled organic and inorganic

waste materials at such sites are also discussed in the literature review.

A.4 METHODS

This study entails:

1 a literature review and personal interviews to establish the practices, weaknesses and

difficulties associated with the historical handling and management of oiled debris

materials arising from the occurrence and clean-up of coastal marine oil spills, as well

as to review past approaches used to establish oiled debris management sites;

2. a literature review and personal interviews to characterue the type and volumes of

oiled debris materials likely to be associated with major coastal marine oil spills;

3. an examination of physical, environmental and social factors that can influence the

site selection and availability of oiled debris management sites supplemented with

information obtained from personal interviews with local government officials and

provincial agencies responsible for zorrirrg, Crown land tenure and waste site

approvals;

4. close communication with government and volunteer oil spill response agencies,

complemented with a literature review, so as to develop site selection criteria that can

be used for establishing potential oiled debris management sites; and

5. developing maps depicting potential locations for oiled debris management sites which

could be designated for emergency use.
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.A'.5 BENEFITS OF THE RESEARCH STUDY

The benefits of this study are that:

- it provides a summary of current management practices for oiled debris;

- it provides an estimate of expected/potential volumes of oiled debris from a major oil

spill event;

- it offers background information and site seleclion criteria to provincial government

agencies in the selection of potential oiled debris management sites for emergency use

in the event of marine oil spills off the coast of British Columbia: and

- it offers nine candidate siteå as potential oiled debris management sites.

The benefits of implementing the study are that:

- the establishment of predesignated oiled debris management sites will improve the

response capability to oil spills and reduce the extent of environmental damage by

accommodating clean-up crews with an immediately available oiled debris

management site;

- the oiled debris management sites may also offer an opportunity for reclamation of

some of the oiì after the clean-up phase; and

- in providing added protection for the envi¡onment, the use of predesignated oiled debris

management sites could reduce the long-term environmental cost of marine oil spills

through earlier recoveries of shorelines and reduced lawsuits and compensation

claims, thereby improving the sustainability of off-shore oil exploration, development

and transportation until better alternatives are found.
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Section B

LITERATLIR-E REVIEW

8.1 INTRODUCTION

Oil tankers first began moving along British Columbia's coast in the late Ig6O's

with the opening of the Alaska oil fields. Now some 22O tankers, some of them carrSring as

much as 2oO-million litres of crude sail by Vancouver Island every month (Western Report

Ol/23/Bg), and an ever increasing number steer into Juan de Fuca Strait to unload at the

Cherry Point facility in'Washington's Puget Sound. Oil spills have already occurred in the

region, and have already affected B.C.'s environmentally sensitive coastline. Although

considerable expertise exists in the containment, recovery and clean-up of such oil spills,

one of the main problems which poses considerable logistic problems for clean-up crews is

the temporary storage and eventual treatment and/or disposal of the oiled debris arising

from major oil spill events. This problem is only a recent phenomenon for British

Columbia because until recently no major oil spills had occurred in this region.

In preparation of searching for and evaluating potential sites for the handling of

such oiled debris under emergency conditions, a literature search was carried out on the

study area so as to become fully familiar with the physical, climatic, historic, legal,

technical and social factors likely to have a bearing on the establishment of oiled debris

management sites along the study area.

8.2 COA,STAL GEOI¡GY .A¡ID GEOMORPHOI,¡OGY

The coast of British Columbia lies in the western system of the Cordillera Region,

which is made up of three geological areas: the Coast Mountain Range; the Coastal

Lowlands; and the Outer Mountain Range. Vancouver Island is featured with two of these

geological areas: the Vancouver Island Range, making up part of the Outer Mountain Range;
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and the Nanaimo Lowland and Estevan Coastal Plain. making up two out of several

divisions of the Coastal Lowlands (Mclaren et al., 1983). The full length of the coastal

study area traverses all three of these geomorphic regions. The geomorphic characteristics

of these regions are attributable to tectonic activity, glaciation and ongoing coastal

sedimentary distribution.

During the Cretaceous Period (more than 65 m.y.a.) the oceanic Juan de Fuca plate

collided with the North America Plate resulting in the subduction of the Juan de Fuca plate

under the America Plate. This caused intense deformation and regional metamorphism

producing northwest-southeast structural trends and the three distinct geomorphic

regions. T)rpical cross-sections display late Palaeozoic volcanics overlain by a thin

horizon of shallow marine shales, sandstone and limestone. These sedimentary sequences

are overlain by basaltic resistant lavas from the Permian to Triassic Period, followed by

cretaceous shallow marine carbonates and clastic sedimentary rocks.

The majority of the southwestern coastal region of Vancouver Island is bedrock

composed of mid-Tertiary gabbros and basalts and late Tertiary shales, sandstones and

conglomerates (Mcl,aren, 1983), as well as unconsolidated euaternary sediments

consisting of till and glacial-fluvial deposits that are the result of the Late Wisconsin

(Fraser) Glaciation. The Cordilleran Ice Sheet, which covered Vancouver Island, attained

its maximum size about 15,000 years ago (Clague, 1981) followed by a rapid deglaciation.

The emergence of the present coastline from this Pleistocene ice sheet occurred less than

1I,OOO years ago (Holland, 1964), and is regarded to be the result of glacio-isostatic rebound

followed by tectonic uplift attributed to plate convergence and subduction activity

occurring west of Vancouver Island (Clague et al, lg82). During the last 4,OOO - SOOO years,

the land areas have risen about | - 2 mm/year relative to the sea level, and have exposed

coastal features such as sea caves, wave-cut scarps, bars and spits, and beach and dune

ridges parallel to the modern shoreline.
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Coastal sediments are scarce along the west coast of Vancouver Island because the

exposed coastal bedrock is very resistant to erosion. Since it is much easier to clean up a

beach than a rocky shore, this scarcity of sediments contributes to the difficulties of

cleaning up oiled debris along this coastline. However, where beaches have been formed,

such as the extensive beaches between Ucluelet and Tofino, these beaches are the product of

the weathering of Tertiary sediments and unconsolidated glacial drift. The continuing

exposure of sea cliffs (composed of Tertiary sediments) to the coastal high energy

environment provides new sand and gravel deposits which contribute to the sediment

accumulation on the beaches.

Common topographic features of this coastal region are the rugged relief of the

mountains, and a shoreline characterized by a straight shoreline in the south and a major

{ord in the north, which have resulted from erosion attributable to the Late Wisconsin

Glaciation.

8.3 COASTAL METEOROI,OGY

Climatic conditions along the study area are of significance to oil spill clean-up

activities and associated safety concerns, as well as to the establishment, operation and

maintenance of oiled debris management sites. Temperatures affect the viscosity of the oil

and hence the degree of success in recovery and clean-up. Precipitation increases the water

content and weight of the collected oiled debris, induces run-off losses, prevents on-site

burning, and presents storage problems for the adequate containment of the collected oiled

debris. Winds influence surface currents and wave action, and will thus affect the oil spill

distribution and marine accessibility to shorelines. A combination of low temperatures,

high precipitatÍon and high winds can affect the morale of clean-up crews and hence

adversely affect the efficiency of response measures. In this regard, the Victoria

Environment Canada Weather Office was able to supply weather records for three stations
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along the study area, namely, atTofino, near Ucluelet and near Sooke. Figure B-l was

developed to depict a summary of the Atmospheric Environment Service data by showing

the average monthly data for temperature and precipitation, based on 14 year norrnals at

Sooke, 22 year normals at Ucluelet, and 26 year norrnals at Tolino.

8.3.1 Temperatures

The temperature graphs in Figure B-1 reveal that the monthly average temperature

ranges are comparatively identical along the entire study area. Although the monthly

average minimum temperatures are above OoC, extreme minimum temperatures of -15.O.C,

-LL.7"C and -13.9'C have been recorded at Tofino, Ucluelet and Sooke, respectively, for

December-January. Extreme mÐdmums for these stations in June-July are recorded as

32.8"c, 28.9"c and 29.4"c, respectivety (Atmospheric Environment sewice).

8.3.2 Precipltation

The precipitation graphs in Figure B- I reveal less uniformity among the three

stations. Quite apparent is the striking increase in precipitation levels between Sooke and

Ucluelet, with a moderate additional increase extending to Tofino. The Victoria

Environment Canada weather office reports that the increase in precipitation starts just

north of Jordan River. At Ucluelet the total average annual precipitation of 3077.3 rnrn

exceeds that of Sooke's 1287.4 mm by l39o/o, with Tofino's 3288.3 mm exceeding that of

Sooke by 155o/o. This reflects a considerable difference in field conditions which can be

encountered westward beyond the Juan de Fuca Strait entrance. The maximum monthly

rainfall occurs at Tofino, during December, with the registered monthly average being 48O

mm of total precipitation. Snowfall amounts to an Ínsi{nificant contribution of

precipitation, and on the average occurs between Tofino and Sooke on only about 6 to IB

days out ofthe year. Rainfall, on the other hand, occurs on the average on lg5 days out of

the year at rofino and ucluelet, and I6b days out of the year near sooke.
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8.3.3 Winds

The winds in Juan de Fuca Strait are considered to play the second most important

role (with surface currents playing the primary role) in determining the rate at which

spilled oil is transported along the coast. The rate at which the oil is mobilized by the wind

is at about 3o/o of the speed of the wind (Wolferstan, 198f). The wind systems also play a

major role in controlling the direction and intensity of wave action on the coastal

sediments. This influences the degree of weathering to which an oiled coast will be

exposed. In the case of a rocþ coastline, the higher the intensity of weathering, the sooner

the oil will dissipate. However, along sedimentary coastlines, although some weathering of

the oil will occur, the resultant wave action can also cause beached oil to intermix with the

loose sediment and be progressively buried. Another consideration respecting winds is in

relation to the on-site burning or incineration of oiled debris, and how that might affect

the quality of air for nearby residential areas.

In Juan de Fuca Strait the prevailing wind directions are best examined under

winter versus summer conditions. In the winter, the prevailing wind direction is from the

east and southeast. Between October and March winds at more than 60 lan per hour occur

for lO to I5 days each month (Owens, 1977). Maximum hourly wind speeds of IOO lrn/hr

with maximum giust speeds of 130 km/hr have been recorded at Tofino in November and

December, respectively, between 196O and 198O (Almospheric Environment Service). In the

summer, the prevailing winds are from the west and northwest, and are more moderate in

speed compared to the winter winds, with speeds reaching 60 km per hour on only I or 2

days per month (Owens, 1977).
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8.4 OCEA¡IOGR.API{Y

8.4.1 fides

Tides in Juan de Fuca Strait are typÍcally mixed semi-diurnal with two complete

oscillations daily. Fluctuations between high water and low water tidal elevations range

frorn 4.78 metres at Tofino, to 4.05 metres at Ucluelet, to 4.11 metres at Bamfield, to 3.6

metres at Port Renfrew, decreasing in magnitude easterly towards Sooke (Fisheries and

Oceans, 1989).

This semi-daily variation in water elevations presents a parLicularly frustrating

problem in the course of shoreline oil spill clean-up activities on shallow-sloped beaches

such as Long Beach, and for beach access from the sea to coastlines lined with intertidal

flats and rocþ platforms of eroded sandstone. Were it not for tides, washed up oil would be

kept confined to a natrow width of beach, which would tend to concentrate and minimize

the amount of sediment and other debris which would be oiled. However, with the tidal

range and shallow-sloped beaches characteristic to the study area, the exact opposite is

true.

8.4.2 Currents

The coastal area most likely to be impacted by a marine oil spill will be primarily

determined by the mean direction of flow of surface currents within Juan de Fuca Strait.

The complexity of predicting the direction of surface currents at any time is evident from

the fact that mean direction of surface currents is the vector sum of several types of surface

currents acting at the same time. The mean current may be made up of any combination of

tidal currents, estuarine currents, Stokes drift, currents caused by steep atmospheric

pressure gradients, and wind generated currents. Tidal currents within the Strait are

reported to be O.5 to 1.O m/s, and 2.O m/s in restricted areas (Mclaren, 1983), and reverse

direction in and out of Juan de Fuca Strait every six hours with the changing tide. The

estuarian current in the Strait results from river runoff from the mainland. This current
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is reportedly the strongest on the north side of the Strait with speeds of O.5 to l.O m/s

(Wolferstan, i981). The other currents are more unpredictable, and this has prompted drift

card research to verify and adjust computer modelling predictions

8.4.3 \Vaves

There are two main types of waves: swell waves, such as those generated in the

Pacific Ocean; and sea waves, which are formed in areas of restricted fetch such as in Juan

de Fuca Strait. The intensity of wave energy has a significant bearing on the longevity of

the oil on the affected coast. In this regard, the coastline west of the entrance to Juan de

Fuca Strait is exposed to high level swell wave energy which decreases to moderate level sea

wave energy towards the east within the shelter of the Strait. At the western entrance,

waveheightsexceed6metres 1O%of thetimeinthewinter,andexceedSmetres 1O%of the

time in the summer. Within the fully developed seas in the Strait, the sea waves can reach

1.5 to 3 metres in height (Thomson, 198t).

8.5 COASTAL E¡TVIRONMENTAL SENSITIVITY

Intrinsic to identifying those stretches of coastline which ought to receive priority

environmental protection, or which ought to receive priority and/or specialized clean-up

measures in the event of coastal oil spills, is the necessity to produce environmental

sensitivity maps for the coastline in question. Such work had been carried out by

consultants under contract for Environment Canada in 1987 for the Beaufort Sea area, and

resulted in a publication titled "Environmental Atlas for Beaufort Sea Oil Spill Response".

Thereafter, in I99O, a similar atlas titled "Oil Spill Response Atlas for the Southwest Coast

of Vancouver Island" was also prepared. Arnong many other advantages, knowledge of the

coastal environmental and resource sensitivities can provide some insight into the nature

of the waste which would tre generated by the remediation measures required for any given

area. On the basis of current available literature (Wolferstan 1981, Environment Canada
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83-44,. and Dickins et al. l99O), some known marine resources indigenous to the coastline of

the study area are depicted in Figure B-2. The Oil Spill Response Atlas (Dickins et al., I99O)

contains more detailed 1:4O,OOO scale maps of the coastline from Sooke to Cape Beale

which, in addition to other information, highlight the shoreline sensitivity ranging from

extreme to low as determined from a sensitivity ranking system which incorporates

biophysical and social elements ranked within four major categories: human use,

biological resources, shore zone oil residence, and special status areas.

8.6 ITYDROGEOI,OGY

Information on the hydrogeology within the study area was pursued in order to

determine available data on the depth of the groundwater table relative to the

corresponding ground surface to assess the potential vulnerability of this resource. In this

regard, the Groundwater Section of the Water Management Branch of the B.C. Ministry of

Environment gratefully provided a computerized database printout of all the well log data

available along the coastal region between Sooke and Tofino. Appendix 'D' contains copies

of this data, along with a BCGS Map Area Layout Key figure to assist in locating the

approximate locations of the referenced wells. Given that the study area consists of very

rugged territory and is sparsely populated, very limited well drilling has occurred along

this coastline, resulting in very minimal data.

Unfortunately, most of the available data indicates that the depth to groundwater is

unknown, and almost all of the wells are located either very close to the shoreline or

clustered in the midst a community. If anything, the data demonstrates the scarcity of

hydrology information for the study area. Only site specific drilling investigations in

locations of particular interest will yield any meaningfut data pertaining to the

characterization of surficial water hydrology in those locations.
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8.7 HIGH RISK OIL SPILL IMPAC.T ZONES

in preparation for evaluating potential oiled debris management sites along the

coast between Sooke and Tofino, it was considered worthwhite to examine whether any

part or parts of this stretch of the coast would be regarded as particularly vulnerable to

impact as a result of oil spills within the Juan de Fuca Strait so as to associate some

strategic importance to some areas versus others. Studies specifically on this topic were

found to have been carried out by the B.C. Ministry of Environment in I98O and published

in an APD Bulletin #9, titled "Oil Tanker Traffic: Assessing thè Risks for the Southern

Coast of British Columbia". Computer modelling techniques utitizing a "whole ecosystem"

type model were used for thÍs purpose. It was concluded that the most immediate probable

impact (in 3 days) would occur between Sombrio Point and Bamfield if a spill occurred at

the entrance to Juan de Fuca Strait under summer conditions, However, this impact zone

would extend as far up as Long Beach within the same time period if the spill occurred

during the winter. Other spill site scenarios such as at Cherry Point, or in the Rosario

Strait, or east and west of Port Angeles, resulted in probable impacts of ever increasing

distance along the study area coastline up to Barkley Sound and Ucluelet, but only after 14

summer days or 7 winter days. The worst case impact zone exlended to Tofino and Port

Alberni after a 30 day period. In summary, the entire coastal length of the study area is

vulnerable Ín varying degrees to oil spills within the Juan de Fuca Strait, but the area

between Sombrio Point and Long Beach would, theoretically, seem to be that length of

shoreline within the study area which would most likely to be impacted within the shortest

time following a spill at the entrance to Juan de Fuca Strait.
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8.8 B.\SIS OF CONCERN FOR APPROPRIATE OILED DEBRIS IT4ANAGEI\4ENT SITES

8.8.1 Tanker Ttafïic and Cargo Statistics

Current Documented Traffic

In 1988, 25.4 million m3 of crude oil were imported to Puget Sound (States/British

Columbia Oil Spill Task Force, 1990). This amount constituted 333 tanker trips through

Juan de Fuca Strait, with the balance of the crude oil brought in on 35 barges from

Vancouver and other distant sources. At the same time, exports of heavy crude from

Alberta amounting to O.9I million m3-ere shipped from Vancouver westward through

Juan de Fuca Strait on 14 tanker trips. As well, the Juan de Fuca Strait experienced the

transport of another l O million m3 of refined petroleum products (RPP) via an unspecified

number of tanker shipments primarily from California, with many other tanker and barge

shipments made from Vancouver refineries to communities on the west coast of Vancouver

Island.

Predicted Increases in Traffic

The States/British Columbia Oil Spill Task Force determined that crude oil exports

from Alberta fields through Juan de Fuca Strait via Vancouver will shorily increase to 2.2

million -3 J+8 tanker shipments) per year. Pending other approvals, production rates and

markets, this tanker traffic could increase to 139 per year by the late 1990's. Also, crude oil

imports to Puget Sound are forecast by the Task Force to increase by about 5o/o per year,

although the source breakdown between Alaska and Vancouver is unclear. Additional

outbound RPP tanker traffic is also expected to coincide with the expected increases in

imports of crude oil, and another 26 outbound tankers per year carr)¡ing Rpp are expected

to pass through Juan de Fuca Strait if Petro-Canada proceeds with its plan to export methyl

tributyl ether by tanker from its Port Moody, B.C. facility
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8.8.2 Oil Spill Frequencies

Predictions For the Study Area

Even though various improvements could be made to the shipping and handling of

crude oil to reduce the risk of oil spills, risk analysis carried out on the status quo situation

indicate that a spilt in excess of 159 m3 (t,OOO barrels) of crude orbunker oil from a tanker

or barge would probably occur at least once every 2.5 years, with the occurrence of such

spills in excess of f ,583 m3 (rO,OOO barrels) and also in excess of 15,876 m3 (fOO,OOO

barrels) occurring at least once every 2O and 21O years, respectively (States/British

Columbia OiI Spill Task Force, I990). Increased trafflc due to higher exports expected from

Alberta worsen these odds.

Recent Publicised Regional Coastal Oil Snill Occurrences

To demonstrate documented public evidence of the potential threat of oil spills to

the west coast of Canada, the foltowing chronology outlines a list of oil spitt events which

have been brought to public attention by newspapers accounts since lgBB.

December 23, 1988 875,OOO litres of heavy bunker oil were spilled into the Pacific Ocean

Ma¡ch 24,I9Bg

November, 1989

off Gray's Harbour, Washington, from a barge, the Nestucca, carrying

1l million litres of the oil (Western Report, t/23/89). The oil slick

drifted northward and impacted Canada's Long Beach in the pacific

Rim National Park on the west coast of Vancouver Island.

38 million litres of Alaskan crude oil were spilled into prince

William Sound when a tanker, the E:o<on Valdez, carrying 2OO

million litres ran aground on a reef. The spill potluted I,BOO

kilometres of shoreline.

I,2OO to 2,4OO litres of bunker oil were spilled from an unknown

vessel into the mouth of Sooke Harbour (Winnipeg Free press,

rr/26/89).
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January 20, 1990 218,OOO litres of refined oil were spilled from a Canadian fuel tanker

which ran aground in Wrangell Narrows at Juneau, Alaska. The

tanker was carrying 6.8 million litres of gasoline, diesel fuel, and

heating oil. (The Winnipeg Sun l/22/90).

1.5 million litres of Alaskan crude oil were spilled near Huntington

Beach off the coast of California from a tanker carrying 79 million

litres which had its hull punctured by an anchor (Winnipeg Free

Press,2/lO/9O).

February 7, t99O

February 24, l99O 4O,O0O litres of diesel fuel were spilled into Vancouver harbour as a

result of a collision between two ships (Winnipeg Free Press,

2/25/90).

These incidents reflect only regional spills which became public knowledge by

virtue of their visibility and the fact that they affected west coast real estate and wildlife.

Many marine oil spills never reach the shore and only become another statistic in the

Coast Guard records. Internationally, many other major coastal oil spills have occurred

since 1988, notably off the coasts of Texas, New Jersey, Peru, Australia and Morocco.

8.8.3 Estimated Quantities of Oil Likely to Reach Shore

Some relevant tindings of the States/British Columbia Oil Spilt Task Force, which

highlight the difficulty associated with predicting the possible amounts of oil likely to

affect a shore following a marine oil spill of some given size, were that:

There is no close correlation between spill size and the length of shoreline

impacted. Shoreline impact from an oil spill is more closely related to weather

conditions, the wind direction, the tide cycle, time of the year, and the type of

shoreline at risk.

Recovery of oil at sea would be 2 to 3 times more effective under summer conditions

than under winter conditions.
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- Under the most ideal set of circumstances, no more than 3oolo of the total volume of

oil spilled into the open sea would likely be recovered.

- Reducing response times by as much as I/2 lrl'ight only improve recovery

efficiencies by IOo/o at sea.

- The type of oil product has a major effect on the potential offshore recovery

effectiveness.

- The Alaska North Slope crude oil has adverse implications for shoreline clean-up

efforts because it quickly forms highty stable emulsions (mousse) in the sea, causing

the volume of oil to expand by a factor of up to 3 times the original volume spilled.

A computer model of a spill scenario carried out for the Task Force, and based on an

oil spill of 30,160 m3 (19O,O0O barrels) of crude oil in U.S. waters withinJuan de Fuca

Strait and impacting Canada, determined that the amount recoverable at sea would be 2 to

3 percent, the time of impact to shore would be 61 hours, the initial tength of shoreline

oiled would be 80 lsn, and the volume of emulsified oil on shore would be 87,22O m3 with

the balance of the oil lost at sea. This 87 ,22O m3 of oil would represent only the emulsified

oil before even considering the additional volumes of debris that would be oiled and would

also have to be potentially cleaned up or treated in situ.

8.8.4 Documented Oiled Debris Management Problems

Nestucca Oil Spill Clean-up

In the course of clean-up efforts along the Pacific Rim coast, 450 tonnes of oiled

debris were collected (Canadian Coast Guard Western Region, 1989). Oiled debris which was

not or could not be burned on shore was, for lack of any suitable local hotding site,

temporarily stored in plastic bags at the Tofino Airport on a concrete slab within a fenced

storage compound. However, this site raised concerns among a nearby native community

because they feared that evidenced seepage losses from the storage site would impact the
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community's nearby domestic groundwater supply. Then, the proposed use of the Port

Alberni landfill site by the Provincial Waste Management Branch for the permanent

disposal of the oiled debris met with strong local political opposition due to the prevailing

opinion that the oiled debris should be delivered back to the parly responsible for the spill.

As well, an Ðrperimental effort to incinerate the oiled debris at the Tofino/Ucluelet tandfill

site by using a locally constructed mobile incinerator did not prove successful.

Consequently, all the oiled debris had to be trucked to Ladysmith on the eastern side of

Vancouver Island for incineration. Generally the inadequate arrangements for the

handling of the oiled debris caused confusion, clean-up delays, local hostilities and

increased waste handling costs.

Valdez Oil Spill Clean-up

Oiled debris management difficulties were lfüewise encountered during the clean-up

of the Valdez oil spill in Alaska. Here some 36,300 tonnes of oiled debris required removal.

Inadequate waste management plans, sharp debates over the merits of various disposal

schemes, coupled with the NIMBY syndrome, meant that oiled debris had to be barged from

the Kenai Peninsula Beach area all the way to a landfill site in the State of Oregon at

significant cost (Anderson, 1989).

8.9 RECOMMENDATIONS OF INMESTIGATIONS INTO RECENT WEST COAST OIL SPILT^S

Many investigations followed the Nestucca and Valdez oil spills, some being more

formal than others. As well, many reports and recommendations resulted from these

activities which covered the whole spectrum of possible influencing factors, concerns and

shortcomings associated with oil spill preparedness and response capability. The

following outlines only those recommendations, on a report by report basis, which relate

to the problem statement and objectives of this research study.
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8.9.1 Nestucca Oil Spill Report (June 1989) - Prepared by the Canadian Coast Guard

Western Region

Recommendation No. 7.1

"Permanent waste disposal sites for oiled debris should be established."

Recommendation No. 7.2

"A federal/provincial team should be formed to investigate and make

recommendations for future clean-up operations to include:

a) criteria for the selection and use of temporary waste disposal sites,

b) portable methods of waste disposal,

c) acceptable methods for transporting oily waste, and

d) provisions for regular reviews of the above."

8.9.2 Report to the Premier on Oil Transportation and Oit Spi[s (November 1989)

Prepared by David Anderson

Recommendation No. 114

"That the waste Disposal Branch of the Ministry of the Environment prepare and

circulate to all coastal municipal and regional governments a "white paper" on oil

spill debris disposal proposals."

Recommendation No. 115

"That following consideration of the responses to that "white paper" a plan for oil

spill debris disposal be adopted and published."

Recommendation No. I 16

"That efforts to develop satisfactory barge transportable incinerator units be

continued."
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8.9.3 Final Report of the Public Review Panel on Tanker Safety and lVIarine Spills

ResponseCapability (September 1990)

Recommendation No. 4- l7

"To facilitate the disposal of oiied debris resulting from spill clean-up operations:

' the Canadian Coast Guard, as lead agency, ensure that all levels of government

involved agree on, and pre-authorize, temporary storage as well as treatment

sites for marine spill waste materials along all marine transportation routes;

. landfilling of oiled debris must not be practised where alternatives are possible;

o research into better methods of treating oil spill debris must be undertaken as a

high priority."

8.9.4 Final Report of the States/British Columbia Oil Spill Task Force (October 19gO)

Recommendation BC-1O:

"The Province of British Columbia should prepare an up-to-date emergency

collection and disposal plan for oily debris and waste generated from a marine oil

spill."

Rationale:

"The existing marine spill emergency response plan for British Columbia does not

incorporate a strategy for oily waste collection, disposal or recycling. Debris

generated from an oiled coastline can be considerable, as was evidenced by the

Nestucca and Epron Valdez spills, and require a combination of in situ burning,

recycling, off-site incineration or landfill."

B.1O B.C. PRO\TINCIAL STATUTORY PROVISIONS FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF. OILED
DEBRIS

Although various co-operative and

undertaken jointly by the federal government

co-ordinated response measures may be

and the B.C. provincial government through
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the understanding of an emergency action plan for addressing marine oil spills, the off-

shore containment and recovery of the spilled oil is essentially the full responsibility of

the federal government. However, once the oil washes ashore onto the B.C. coast, the B.C.

provincial government becomes the lead party responsible for the shoreline clean-up and

for the proper waste management of the oiled debris. In this regard, the B.C. provincial

government is bound by the provisions of two main statutes, namely: the Environment

Management Act, and the Waste Management Act. Additional relevant requirements are

outlined in two regulations passed under the Waste Management Act, namely: the Waste

Management Regulation, and the Special Waste Regulation.

The Environment ManaÉement Act specifies, in Section 2, that the duties, powers

and functions of the minister are to manage, protect and enhance the environment by,

among other duties, preparing strategies for the protection and management of the

environment, and preparing environmental management plans for specific areas of the

Province to deal with waste management. An oil spill having caused a fouled shoreline

would fall under the general definition of a "detrimental environmental impact" which

would justify the applicability of this Act to such a case. Special powers under Section 5 are

available to the minister such that the minister could declare that an "environmental

emergency" exists since the definition of an "environmental emergency" includes "a spill or

a leakage of oil". Under this section, the minister "may order any person to provide labour,

services, material, equipment or facilities, or to allow the use of land for the purpose of

preventing, lessening or controlling the hazard presented by the emergency". This

provisÍon offers extensive powers to the minister, and has lar reaching implications in the

case of a response to a major oil spill event.

The Waste Management Act sets out provisions for the proper handling and

disposal of waste substances. Among the definitions of "waste" under this Act, spilled oil or

oiled debris would seem to be captured by the classification of either "special waste" or "any

other substance designated by the Lieutenant Governor in Council". Since this writer could
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find no evidence of spilled oil or oiled debris having been designated as "waste" by the

Lieutenant Governor in Council, the only other possibility is that it would be regarded as

"special waste". However, upon close examination, whether or not a particular oil can be

regarded as a "special waste" is somewhat unclear. According to the Special \Maste

Regulation, "special waste" includes "dangerous goods" as defined in section 2 of the

Transporiation of Dangerous Goods Act (Canada), and also "waste oil", which by definition

encompasses only refined petroleum based oils or sSmthetic oils present in the waste by a

magnitude of greater than 3olo by weight and rendered unsuitable for their original purpose.

Unrefined or crude oil does not seem to be captured by the definition of "waste oil".

Likewise, whether all petroleum crude oil is captured by the definition of "dangerous goods"

is also unclear because, although the Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act specifically

lists petroleum crude oil as "dangerous goods", such substances (ie. flammable liquids) are

labelled in Schedule II - List II only as Class 3, and are therefore "dangerous goods" only if

they have a flash point of 6toC or less. This may reflect a failing in this Act in that no

recognition appears to be given to the substance of oetroleum crude oil for its components

or derivatives which may be poisonous (toxic), ie. a Class 6, or that may be hazardous to the

envfonment or may be a dangerous waste (as determined from a leachate test), ie a Class g.

Although certain volatile organic carbons are singled out in Schedule II and given Classes

3, 6, and/or 9, Classes 6 and 9 are not reflected in petroleum crude oil.

If a particular oil or oiled debris is classified as a "special waste", then that has

implications for the Crown as to how it must be handled, transported and disposed of or

otherwise treated. Generally, Section 3.2 oÍ the Waste Management Act stipulates that any

faciiity established for the treatment, recycling, storage, disposal or destruction of "special

wastes" may only be established and operated in accordance with a permit, approval, order

or an approved "waste management plan". Section 4 of this Act goes on to restrict the

quantity of "special waste" which may be stored at such facilities by way of the same

approval mechanism as Section 3.2. There are also implications for Canadian Coast Guard
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in the transportation of the "special waste" by way of Section 5. Furthermore, the

additional specific requirements of the Special Waste Regulation apply to any person

dealing with "special waste" substances unless, through the provision of Section 52 of this

regulation, the substance in question is made exempt from the Special Waste Regulation by

virtue of qualifying as "dangerous goods" originating from a response to an accidental spill.

But this exemption may not apply to all oils because not all petroleum crude oils may

necessarily fall into the category of "dangerous goods", and those light crude oils which

might initially have been classified as "dangerous goods" might cease to be so after

sufficient volatiles have vaporized, while the spilted oil tay exposed to weathering in the

sea or on the shore, to cause the flash point to increase to greater than 61" C. Hence, some

ambiguity appears to exist concerning the applicability of the Waste Management Act and

its regulations under certain circumstances.

In the event of a major marine oil spill having beached on the southwest coast of

Vancouver Island the mammoth clean-up problem at hand would have to be dealt with

expeditiously, meaning that the classification of oil spilled at sea, and subsequent oiled

debris wastes, may have to be predefined in order to avoid any legal ambiguities during the

implementation of a marine oil spill waste management plan. Upon such an oil spill

event, Section 5 of the Environmental Management Act would in atl probability be

invoked, and a special pre-arranged "waste management plan", meant to complement a

comprehensive marine oil spill contingency plan, would likely be used to address the

problem of handling and treating or disposing of waste oil and oiled debris.

8.11 AVAILABLE W.\STE MANAGEI\,IENT TECHNOLOGIES FOR OILED DEBRIS

Although not all the spilled oil whìch reaches a coast will be or wiÌl need to be

cleaned up, that which can be cleaned up, by virtue of reasonable accessibility to the

shoreline in question, will be collected during an oil spill emergency und.er physical,
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climatic and tidal conditions that can vary from near ideal to extremely hostile. As well,

the type of oiled debris may vary greatly to include such oiled materials as: clean-up

sorbents, derelict clean-up equipment, seaweed, dead birds and mammals, dead fish,

shellfish, timber, beach sand, pebbles and rocks. Furthermore, the volumes of oiled debris

generated can be highly variable. With all these potential variables and unknowns giving

rise to countless combinations and permutations of possible quantities and types of waste

that might arise, a simple cure-all strategy for dealing with the generated waste is not a

realistic expectation.

The type or types of clean-up methodologies employed along the shores may prove to

be the only factor by which to influence or manage the amount of oiled debris which would

require removal and treatment or disposal. However, no particular clean-up methodology

ought be employed only with the goal of minimizing the amount of oiled debris, which may

have to be removed, without weighing the long-term environmental consequences of the

chosen methodolog¡2.

8.11.1 Review of Beach Clean-up Methodologies

Literature (Owens, 1977) indicates that oiled shorelines can be cleaned up or

restored by a variety of methods, namely:

I) by manual removal of oiled debris;

2) by mechanical removal of oiled debris using graders, scrapers and/or front-end

loaders;

3) by mechanically mixing sediments contaminated with tight grade oil;

4) by using inorganic, organic or synthetic sorbents to absorb oil:

5) by applying chemical dispersants;

6) by steam cleaning;

7) by high or low hydraulic pressure cleaning;

8) by sandblasting;
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9) by in situ burning,

10) in situ bioremediation of the contaminated soil through the use of nutrients,

and

11) do nothing option.

The use of any specific clean-up method is contingent upon site specific conditions

relating to the terrain, type of sediment and the envirorìmental sensitivity of the area.

8.11.2 Review of Oiled Debris Management Methodologies

Upon being confronted with an oiled shoreline and associated oiled debris, the oi1

and oiled debris which has been removed from the shore subsequently constitutes a

problem of waste management which literature indicates as being carried out by such

methods as:

1) on-site incineration using a mobile incinerator: or

2) temporary storage on or near the affected beach until more suitable disposal

methods or disposal sites can be found; or

3) barging the collected oiled waste to a suitable disposal facility where the waste

could be incinerated or disposed of in an acceptable manner; or

4) a combÍnation of any of the above.

In the case of major oil spill clean-ups, many literature sources recommend the

inÍtial use of temporary storage sites followed by the implementation of various

recovery/treatment/ disposal options.

8.11.3 Review of Oiled Debris Treatment/Disposal Technologies

Assuming that collected oiled debris has been taken to a waste management site,

several options are available for the acceptable treatment/disposal of the oiled debris:
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Direct Recovery of Usable Oil

This process or activity simply amounts to reclaiming as much of the oil from the oiled

debris as possible through gravitational or mechanical means. This would only be

applicable to materials heavily soaked with light oils. The recovered oil could then be

recycled in a number of ways, depending on its quality. The balance of the oiled debris

could then be treated or directly disposed of, depending on the type of oiled waste involved

and the percentage of oil remairring on the waste.

Thermal Volatilization and Recovery of Oil

An example of this pyrolysis technology, is the AOSTRA Taciuk Process (ATP), which was

developed from research into extracting oil from the Atberta oil sands and oil shales, and

has been used successfully for the thermal remediation of oil contaminated soils (Ritcey

and Komery, 199O). The process can accept wastes in physical form varying from solids to

liquids, and containing varying concentrations of water, solids and organic contaminants.

Initially, the waste material is heated in the preheating zone lo affect a separation of the

solids, water and organics. This is followed by the pyrolysis in the reaction zone at

temperatures of about 5O0 to 600 'C and terminated with a cooling zone lor the heated

material. The products are clean solids which would pass the leachate test for landfill

sites, gas emissions that would be treated to meet emission standards, water that would

require steam stripping or secondary treatment to remove further organics (inorganics

such as excessive heavy metals might also require removal), and liquid oil (condensed from

vapour oil) which could be recycled or otherwise reused. Mobile units employing this

process technology can reportedly accept feed rates up to 13.6 tonnes per hour.

Thermal Volatilization and Destruction of Oil in Oiled Debris

This pyrolysis technology is somewhat similar to the ATP system described above except

that no attempt is made to recover the vaporized oil. The vapours produced by heating the

contaminated debris are passed through a 760"C afterburner to produce water vapour and

carbon dioxide. Hydrocarbon reductions of 86 to gg.3olo are claimed, but local air emission
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standards still have to be met, and scrubber water generated in the cooling and scrubbing of

the off-gases will require treatment or transfer to a treatment facility. This technologr is

applicable to treating waste containing oils with boiling points of up to 426"C and is

limited to non-halogenated compounds which would otherwise require a very high

temperature afterburner and acid scrubbing equipment. In such a case, straight

incineration would probably be considered. Mobile Thermal Volatilization Systems

(MTVS) have been successfully employed at feed rates of 9 tonnes per hour (McCartney et al.,

1990).

Incineration

Complete destruction of all the oil in oily waste can be accomplished through incineration

which involves the complete combustion of all hydrocarbons at temperatures in the range

of 12OO 'C. Rotary kiln and open hearth type incinerators are the most appropriate for oily

waste, although for remote areas smaller mobile kilns can be developed. Incinerators used

for domestic waste are not viewed as suitable since chlorides from sea water may give rise

to corrosion, and industrial waste incinerators may be too small to handle the large rates

of waste material requiring incineration unless a temporary storage stage can

accommodate controlling the feed rate. Combustion in these units is self sustaining

provided the feed material contains at least 25o/o oll and no more than 5oo/o water. Some

emulsified oils can, however, contain up to 7oo/o water, and would therefore require some

preliminary processing to liberate the free water (The International Tanker Owners

Pollution Federation Ltd. tgB4).

Aerobic Biodeoradation lland Farminøì

Land farming, or the cultivation of oily waste, is a common practice that takes advantage

of micro-organisms in the soil, in conjunction with oxygen, water, warrn temperature and

available nutrients to aerobically decompose the hydrocarbons into inert matter. The oily

waste, providing it is of suitable søe or texture and does not contain more than 2Oolo oil

(The International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation Ltd. 1984), would be tilled into the
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upper 20 cm surface of the soil. Application rates quoted in the literature vary

significantly from recommended rates of 60 to 3OO tonnes of oil per hectare per year (TERA

Environmental Consultants Ltd. 1980), to maximum rates of no more than 4OO tonnes of

oil per hectare (The International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation Ltd., 1984).

Thereafter, it would be periodically retilled, with nutrients added as needed and lime used,

if necessary, to control the soil pH. The bulk of the applied oil could take about 3 years to

degrade, while some oil components such as resins and asphaltenes, which could comprise

about 2Oo/o of the original oil, will resist degradation and remain unaffected. Crops or other

vegetation may be grown in this tilled oiled debris after the bulk of the oii has degraded.

The potential for heavy metal content in the soil, and groundwater contamination, are the

usual concerns and depend largely on the intended crop use and the permeability of the soil.

Anaerobic Biodeøradation llandfillinøì

Landfilling of oiled debris involves the deep burial of the waste matter, usually along with

other sanitary waste, at permanent disposal sites where there is minimal threat to

groundwater pollution. The deep burial of the oiled matter in a properly operated landfill

site eliminates the presence of oxygen, and minimizes leaching. Under this condition, only

anaerobic micro-organisms, which thrive in the absence of oxygen, can be counted on to

gradually decompose the oil, but the process is very slow. Literature recommends that the

oiled debris disposed of in this fashion should not contain more than 2Oo/o oil since

compaction techniques might otherwise cause the emergence of some oil to the surface (The

international Tanker Owners Pollution Federation Ltd., 1984).

8.11.4 Waste Storage/Disposal Site Liners.

Waste disposal sites, whether intended for short or long-tern purposes, are

normally lined with an adequate thickness of soils demonstrating a hydraulic

conductivity of at least 1O-7cm/s, or less, to ensure the proper containment of leachates

and prevent the contamination of local groundwater (Manitoba Hazard.ous Waste
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Management Corporation, 1988 and CCME, 1991). Such a condition may occur naturally

or may have to be engineered through the imporlation and compaction of selected soils.

Where less than ideal conditions exist, or where zero loss criterion is mandatory, such sites

are enhanced with impervious liners, usually made of synthetic flexible material. The

principal purpose of soil or slmthetic liners is to restrict or prevent, respectively, the loss of

leachates from the disposal site into the environment beyond the site.

In evaluating slmthetic liners, consideration must be given to their resistance to

attack by liquid fuels, ductility at low temperatures, puncture resistance, resistance to

weathering and their bonding durability. Generally, literature concerning synthetic

material liners points out two main problems for the cause of liner failures:

1) Improper choice of liner material for the t]¡pe of waste

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) had carried out research in the late

197O's on various potential liner materials and concluded that oily wastes could not

be safely contained with asphalt liners. Likewise, bentonite liners were found to be

unsuitable for strong wastes containing both aqueous and oil phases. Also, the EPA

warrìs that a generic class of synthetic material like polyvinyl chloride (PVC) can

have substantially altered qualities depending on the type of ingredients added to

the mix. As well, the reactive characteristics of different wastes are different from

each other. Hence, the slmthetic material to be selected should be tested on the type

of waste to which it will be subjected.

Some testing done by EPA on liners for oiled debris concluded that, for short-term

storage, polyethylene and polypropylene were the most effective liner materials

(Farlow, 1980). A more recent publication, the CCME "National Guidelines for

Landfilling of Hazardous Waste", pubtished in April, 199I, indicates that high

density polyethylene (HDPE) is presently the material of choice for synthetic liners

because it exhibits "good tensile strength and elongation properties, high tear and
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puncture resistance, good low temperature brittleness properties, and excellent

resistance to attack from a wide variety of chemicals".

2) Improper installation of the liner

Improper installation is cited as the main reason for liner failures. In this regard

the federal Environmental Protection Service had carried out some research in

1976 and concluded that, assuming the all the joints are properly seamed, even a

thin non-reinforced synthetic membrane can be suitably protected through the

careful preparation of the bedding and a substantial cover of fine-grained

overburden (Thornton, 1976). They also recommend that, ideally, the membrane

should be sandwiched between two cushioning layers of bedding material such as

sawdust, foamed polyurethane, or fine grained soit. Such a double liner system is

normally associated with leachate collectors which are placed at the lowest

elevation between the two liners for the purpose of testing the ongoing integrity of

the inner liner or for recovering leachates which have passed through the inner

liner.

B.Lz STATE-OF-THF-ART FOR ESTABLISHING OILED DEBRIS MANAGEMENT SITES

Very little literature is available on the establishment of oiled debris management

sites for potential marine oil spill events, particularly the appropriate siting of such

facilities along a coast. As well, past oil spill incidents have not been well documented, if at

all, on the actual procedures employed in the clean-up and management of oiled debris, nor

on the amount of oiled debris generated versus the amount of oil estimated to have reached

shore. Much more attention has so far been given to examining the technological aspects of

prevention, containment, and clean-up methodologies associated with oil spills onto

coasts under various cases of coastal geomorphology. However, the following material
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summarizes the literature that has been reviewed concerning the establishment of oiled

debris management sites.

8.12.I EPAViewpoint

In 1978 the EPA published a report titled "Oil Spill Debris - Where to Put the Waste".

The Report outlined: the results of a survey of how several states approached the problem of

disposing of oiled debris; what the various options might be for proper treatrnent/disposal

of such waste; and some site selection criteria to be considered in establishing disposal

sites. Of particular interest is that the option of long-term anaerobic storage/disposal (deep

durial) is their lowest ranking disposal option because of the slow rate of natural

degradation and the potential for leachate contaminants. However, the report does

recognize the need for temporary storage facilities so as to facilitate the orderly

implementation of other more preferred methods of oil reclamation/treatment/disposal

options.

8.L2.2 Approach Taken on the Beaufort Sea Coast

In assessing Canada's state of preparedness for arctic and marine oil spills, the

Public Review Panel noted the lack of pre-designated coastal oiled debris management

sites, but gave credit to Tuktoyaktuk, on the Beaufort Sea, for being exceptionally well

prepared in this regard. Report (EPS 3-EC-79-3) titled "Oiled Debris Disposal and Storage

Sites: Beaufort Sea Coast", prepared in 1979, discusses the approach taken in this arctic

region. It outlines: site selection criteria; design guidelines; construction guidelines;

reclamation guidelines; limitations on construction, utilization and reclamation; and

geological and access considerations for the siting of potential temporary storage as well as

permanent oiled debris landfill disposal sites located along the Beaufort Sea Coast. Aerial

photographs in this report depict the precise locations of numerous proposed temporary

and permanent disposal sites, and associated sea access routes for emergency use. This
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information was further complemented in 1987 with environmental sensitivity maps

compiled into an "Environmental Atlas for Beaufort Sea Oil Spill Response" (Dickins et al.,

1987) onto which the proposed disposal sites were superimposed. Still outstanding,

however, is the mechanism for formally approving or designating the proposed disposal

sites (written communication from EPS, Yukon Branch, O1/ I8lgO).

8.12.3 Prevlous Work Undertaken on B.C. 's Coast

In t9BO TERA Environmental Consultants Ltd. were contracted to carry out a study

for the federal Environmental Protection Service on the subject of "Site Selection

Guidelines and Locale Identification for the Disposal of Oit Contamination Debris

Resulting from an Oil Spill in Southwestern Coastal 8.C.". The consultant's task was to

select suitable sites for anaerobic burial, landfilling, or incineration of oil spitl debris. In

the course of these activities, certain selection criteria were outlined, some potential sites

were identified, and the pros and cons of the alternative disposal methods were discussed.

In 1983 the federal Environmental Protection Service, Paci-fic and Yukon Region,

compiled a "Shoreline Protection and Clean-up Manual" covering the southwest coast of

Vancouver Island from Bamfield to Victoria. This report provides a broad range of

valuable information on l:5O,O0O scale maps regarding coastal physical environment

features, resource sensitivity, access limitations, and recommended countermeasures to

assist in the planning of oil spill response programs. Although the legend in these maps

made provisions for the identification of oil collection points, oil burning sites and oil

disposal sites, no such items were identified on the maps.

In 1984 the federal Environmental Protection Service, Pacific and Yukon Region,

compiled a "Shoreline Protection and Clean-up Manual" covering the Port of Vancouver.

The make-up of this report is very similar to the preceding report of 1983, but also stopped

short of identifying oil collection, burning and disposal sites.
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8.L2.4 Slte Selection Criteria for Oiled Debris Management Sites

Table B- I summarizes the site selection criteria used by the EPS, TERA

Environmental Consultants and the EPA, as discussed in sections B.lI.I to 8.11.3. The

guidelines or criteria used for oiled debris management sites at Tuktoyaktuk, for example,

cannot necessarily be used as a blueprint for other parts of Canada because this study was

unique to the arctic climate where seasonal limitations and physical constraints play an

important and decisive role in the location, access and terrain stability of such sites.

Likewise, the site selection criteria offered by the TERA Environmental Consultants and by

EPA for oiled debris management sites are geared towards the regions involved in their

respective studies. Each geographical region will present some dÍfferent and/or additional

problems which must be considered, and in that regard the Juan de Fuca study area

presents its own unique challenge.
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TABLE B-I

SUIVIII,IARY OF AVAILABLE SIÎE SELECTION CRITERIA FOR OILED

Þlze

Category

I erraìn

Surlicial Materials

o Not on alluvlal lans or active llood plains
unless on high terraces.

. Not in recently drained lakes, taliks or large
icing zones.

. Not in low lying sedge meadows.

SurIlclal Gracltent

EPs (re7s)

For Disposal Pits

Drstance Keq ts

o 'IêrTain should be as level as possible.
. > 5O m from toe or crest ofslopes > lO'.
. > 1O0 m from the toe or crest ofslopes > I5".

o lnland ol maxrmum storm surge zone.
. As close as possible to the beach.
. 1.5 m above and l0O m away from the high

rvater mark of streams, rivers and lakes.
. > 3 km from a settlement.
. Not directly upstream of a settlement.
. > lO0O m from signilìcant fish overwintering

pools.

Ðlevauon

Lâncl use

. 225 na

TER.A' CONSr'LTANTS ( r98O)

Not on bedrock.
Not in quarries, unless excavated to clay.
Not in wetland areas.
Not in areas subject to fìooding.

. ö m aÞove sea level

Access

. Not wltnln Þtrd sanctuanes.

. Not within wildlife reserves.
o Not within Intemational Biological

Protection study areas.
. Not within municipal or Dept. of National

Defense control areas.

For Burial Sites

Should be line-grained (marine clays or tills).
> 1.5 m thick.
No bedrock outcrops or shallow surfìcial deposits

DEBRIS MANAGEMENT SIÎES

EPA (1980)

" < 5olo slope

> 5 km upstream ol wells.
> 5OO m downstream of wells.
> 5OO m from surface water.
> 25O m from buildings or farmland.

Should not be Ìocated on porous soil overlying
potable groundwater.
Should not be located in an area subject to fìooding.
The site should not be a source of water pollution.

" Surrounding land use should be considered

For l)isposal Sites

A clay layer belween the site and groundwater
would offer the best proteclion for the ground-
water.

o Access should be taken into considera

Sites should be situated as closely as practicaì to
the point(s) where oiled debris is (or might be)
collected or stockpiled.

. srte should þe compatlble with on-site and
adjacent land use.

[ion Existing or constructed access
all-wcather construction.

road S S hould be



Section C

METHODOLOGY

The following discussion outlines the activities which were carried out to achieve

the identified objectives of this study. Generally, the approach taken towards undertaking

this research study was to first carryr out a literature review, followed by on-site field work

to collect data and to view the study area, followed by an evaluation of all the compiled

information for the purpose of achieving the objectives of this study. After it became

apparent that available regional data did not correlate well with actual field observations,

more emphasis was placed on personally examining the study area for obvious desirable

physical characteristics regarding gradients, soil conditions, accesses and apparent land

uses. Initially, areas closer to the shores were emphas?ed for examination. However,

when it became apparent that the physical conditions close to the coast were so

disagreeable, the field survey had to be focused on territories farther inland.

C.l LITERATI]RE REVIEW

The literature review aspect of this study had commenced early in September of

1989, during the development of the draft proposal phases of the study. Many sources were

searched for literature ranging from general subject matter on oil spiils to specific material

relating to the waste management of oiled debris. These sources included: B.C. Ministry of

Environment, Environment Canada, Canada Coast Guard, Fisheries and Oceans,

interlibrary loan material, U.S. and Canadian Task Force reports, and magazine and

newspaper articles. The "Bibliography" section of this practicum outlines all the literature

which was selected as relevant to this study and which was referenced for the purposes of

compiling this practicum.
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C.2 AERIAL SLIRVEY

Courtesy of the Canadian Coast Guard, a coastal aerial survey of the entire length of

the study area was provided on July 6th, 1990, with the use of a helicopter. The trip

commenced at Victoria, proceeded to Sooke and followed the coastline at low level flying

all the way up to Tofino and t¡ack, with excursions deep into Barkley Sound, Pachena Bay

and Port San Juan. This opportunity was used to gain an appreciation of the difficulty of

the terrain, to identify potential convenient sites for oiled debris management, and to

photograph and take videos of those areas deemed of interest to this study for future

reference.

C.3 GROT]I\ID SI]R\IEYS

The most important aspect of this study was the field work. This activity was

scheduled for the month of July in order to ensure the least lfüelihood of interruptions due

to foul weather. A close examination of the study area off available road maps revealed

that the logical manner of surveying the study area would be to break it up into five major

units, that is:

1) Sooke <-> Port Renfrew,

2) Port Renfrew <-> Bamfield,

3) Bamfield <-> Port Albemi,

4) Port Alberni <-> Ucluelet, and

5) Ucluelet <-> Tofino.

The purpose of this activity was to scout the entire study area by land in order to

obtain sufficient data for achieving objectives 3, 4 and 5, and in order to gain an

appreciation of the complexities that would be associated with the siting of suitable oiled

debris management sites within this rugged territory. This activity also included

undertaking interviews, collecting soil and rock samples, and documenting the

observations with notes, voice recordings, still photos and camcorder videos. The
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following sections and subsections expand upon the nature of this activity as broken down

into the five units of the study area. The chronology of the actual field activities was

dictated byvarious logistical factors, and is reflected in Figure C-1. However, the following

discussion of the methodology is fashioned in a summarized and non-chronological

manner in order to present a less fragmented overview.

C.3.1 Sooke to Port Renfrew

This stretch of the study area was travelled back and forth for a total of 5 days. At

first, the initial focus was on the coastline in order to examine its physical features and to

appraise the availability and quality o[ marine access from and to Highway No.14 and

logging roads that tie into Highway No. 14. This review was restricted by the limited

vehicle access to the coastline, although some logging roads and foot paths offered an

alternative access. The best coastal viewing access locations were at such locations as King

Creek, Otter point, Muir Creek, French Beach, Juan de Fuca Viewpoint, Point No Point,

Sandcut Beach, River Jordan, China Beach, Mystique Beach, Sombrio Point, Botanical

Beach, Botany Bay, Port Renfrew and the provisional Pacific Rim National Park on Port

San Juan near Port Renfrew.

C.3.2 Port Renfrew to Bamfield

This section of the study area is comprised of the West Coast Trail which traverses

the entire length of the Pacific Rim National Park along this coast. Aside from access by

foot, this territory is totally inaccessible apart from some limited marine access, and

helicopter access to certain shorelines. In order to get a first hand appreciation of the

complexities of this section of the study area, the entire West Coast Trail was hiked. This

venture, which lasted six days, helped to identify detailed information about this area

which cannot be obtained from any map.
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ACTIVITIES

On ground field surveys:
Sooke <-> Port Renfrew

Port Renfrew <-> Bamfield

Bamfield <-> Port Alberni

Port Alberni <-> Ucluelet

Ucluelet <-> Tofino

Coastal aerial survey

Field Data Collection:
Photos

Video

Rock/soil samples

lnte rviews

Aerial photo search/review

Maps search/review

Literature search
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C.3.3 Bamfield to Port Alberni

The return to Port Alberni by ferry from Bamfield offered a marine viewpoint of the

coastline between Bamfield and Port Alberni, but this coastal area was also covered on

another trip by travelling via vehicle from Port Alberni to Bamfield and back. Vehicle

access to the coast, apart from that at Bamfietd, was offered at only one location, being

Sarita, a togging transfer depot where cut timber was introduced into the waterway for

transport to PorL Alberni. At Bamfield, a surveillance of the surrounding land resulted in

the search being limited to two logged out areas, one about 2 kilometres south of Bamfield

on an elevated terrain, and another similar though steeper terrain further west near Black

Lake. The access to the closed Bamfield solid waste disposal ground was located, and

Pachena Bay was assessed for access via the West Coast Trail information station.

C.3.4 Port Alberni to Ucluelet

This area was travelled by road and offered only one suitable access via road to

Toquart Bay in Barkley Sound. Much of the area has been previously logged and replanted

and, as such, the thick regrowth greatly obscured visibility and discouraged further

exploration of off-road sites. This area was an active logging area, so extreme caution had

to be exercised. The road to Toquart Bay led past Maggie Lake and the Macoah Indian

Reserve No. I to a provincial trailer camp site and boat launch area just west of Toquart

Bay. The road to Toquart Bay terminated for public access before reaching Toquart Bay

because it was an active logging road. The view from this point indicated an active logging

depot on the shore for the transfer of cut timber to Port Alberni via water'transport. Ag¡ain,

the examination and accessibility of the hinterland was discouraged by very dense

regrowth.

An access to Loudon Channel in Barkley Sound was attempted via a road through

Port Albion and the Ittatsoo Indian Reserve No. l. This attempt was terminated by very

poor road conditions that deteriorated to ahazardous trail beyond the Indian reserve.
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C.3.5 Ucluelet to Tofino

This stretch of the study area was explored for five days. The entire coastline from

Tofino to Ucluelet was explored for accessibility by beach landing crafts, as well as by

vehicles via Highway No. 4. Also, currently used and formerly closed solid waste disposal

sites in the area were examined, and some potential oiled debris management sites were

suweyed. Soil samples were collected at various locations, municipal water sources were

investigated, and nine personal interviews were held with local government staff,

municipal officials and residents concerning the previous Nestucca oil spill clean-up.

The survey of the coast and interior parls included on-site inspections of Tofino,

Tonquin Beach, McKenzie Beach, Chesterman Beach, Cox Beach, the closed six-mile dump

site, Radar Hill, Schooner Cove, the Tofino Airport, Grice Bay, Esowista Indian Reserve No.

3, Long Beach, Combers Beach, the active municipal solid waste disposal ground,

Wickaninnish Beach, Florencia Bay, Big Beach, Little Beach, Terrace Beach, Ucluelet,

Amphitrite Point, and the MacMillan Bloedel logging area east of the Clakamucus Indian

Reserve No. 2.

c.4 INTERVIEWS

Preceding the field work and throughout the period of the ground suweys between

Sooke and Tofino, numerous interviews of key people were undertaken in order to

establish some facts surroundingi difficulties encountered during the Nestucca oil spill

clean-up, to solicit views and opinions regarding the designation of oiled debris

management sites for future use, and to gain some insight into local jurisdictional

frictions. These interviews were not formally formatted or otherwise restricted to a fixed

questionnaire for the speciflc reason of allowing those being interviewed the complete

freedom to express themselves. It was reasoned that this approach would structure the

interview in a positive manner by offering a more relaxed atmosphere and providing the

greatest potential for allowingi them to stress what was important to them from their
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perspective. The following provides a summary of all those individuals who were

interviewed:

Date Location Name Title /Affiliation

May 16, I99O Vancouver Mr. Steve Pond Environment Canada

May 17, 1990 Victoria Mr. David Anderson Consultant / Advisor

Mr. John Bones Director of Coastal Resources
B.C. Ministry of Environment

May 18, 1990 Vancouver Mr. C. Doogan Canada Coast Guard

June 6, 199O Edmonton Mr. Fred Beech Environment Canada

July 9, 1990 Long Beach Mr. Mac Elder Chief Park Warden

July 9,1990 Tofino Ms. Fiona McCallun Friends of Clayoquot Sound

Ms. Shelley Milne Friends of Clayoquot Sound

Ms. Penny Barr Mayor of Tofino

Mr. Lindsay Armstrong Volunteer Coordinator

Mr. David Lablonde Volunteer Coordinator

July 1I, 1990 Ucluelet Mr. Erik Larsen Mayor of Ucluelet

Long Beach Mr. Dan Vedova Parks Canada

Tofino Airport Mr. Don Williamson Parks Canada

July 11,1990 Schooner Cove Ms. Nicole Gervais Esowista Indian Reserve

July 12, 1990 Long Beach Mr. Gordon Mclean Parks Canada

July 13, 1990 Bamfield Mr. Murray Claughton Community Councillor and owner
of Seabeam Fishing Resort

July 16, f99O Victoria Mr. Yoon Chee Senior Planner,
Capital RegÍonal District

Mr. John Britt Supewisor,
Capital Regional District

July 25, 1990 Victoria Mr. Neil Coward Manager,
Provincial Emergency Program

Mr. William Hubbard Land Officer, Crown Lands
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Date

July 26, 199O

Location

Port A-lberni

Name

Mr. Jim McManus

Mr. Richard Lucas

Mr. Bob DaviesJuIy 26, l99O Nanaimo

-fitle /Affiliation

Senior Planner,
Alberni-Clayoquot Regional District

Emergency Coordinator,
Nuu-Chah-Nulth Tribal Council

Ass. Environmental Safety Officer
Waste Management M.O.E.

c.5 AERIAL PHOTOS A]\ID MAP RESEARCH

Four days in total were spent at Maps B.C. in Victoria to locate and examine

available aerial photographs of the study area. Unfortunately, most of the aerial

photographs were fairly outdated. The latest available aerial photos were taken in 1984

with others dating back to the mid-7o's. This presented a problem in using the photographs

for identifying the most currently available disturbed logging sites and logging roads which

might offer vehicle access towards remote stretches of the coast. The outdated photographs

did not reflect the many newer logging developments which were evidenced during the field

survey because the surficial terrain affected by logging activities can change dramatically

over a period of only two to three years. In total, 185 btack and white aerial photos were

examined and arranged in segmented mosaics for examination with a stereoscope to

determine coastal and terrain landforms, surficial geology, road accessibility, beach

accessibility and land use. Xerox copies of each aerial photo were also taken for future

reference. Appendix A' contains the full list of all the referenced aerial photos.

Numerous maps were also obtained for research and reference from Maps B.C. in

Victoria, from the Geological Survey of Canada office located in Vancouver, from the

Capital Regional District office, from Parks Canada and from MacMillan Bloedel's

information office in Tofino. Appendix 'B' contains a full list of alt the referenced maps.

These maps were used to obtain such information as: geological features, surficial material
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genetic descriptions, soils textures, terrain and landforms, vegetation types, climatic

features, relief, topographical classes, road accesses, Indian reserves and parks locations

and boundaries, land zonings, and regÍonal district boundaries.
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3)

2) The absence of a predesignated oiled debris management site resulted in

emergency waste management sites being selected in an arbitrary manner

without the benefit of a thorough environmental review and public approval.

In the absence of a predesignated oiled debris management site, Parks Canada

was forced to select a site at the Tofino airport for the temporary storage of oiled

debris collected off the beaches from the Long Beach Unit of the Pacific Rim

National Parkland. This site drew criticism and concern from the nearby

Esowista Indian Resewe for the inadequate containment of the stored oi1 and

the potential threat it posed to the nearby domestic groundwater supply that

served the native community

The absence of a predesignated oiled debris waste management site caused the

Tofino/Ucluelet municipal solid waste disposal site to be initially used for the

disposal of collected oiled debris. That action had to be terminated by the

Nanaimo Waste Management Division of the Ministry of Environment because

this site is regarded as undesirable even for its regular use.

The absence of a predesignated oiled debris management site forced the Waste

Management Division to specify its preference for disposing of the oiled debris

at the Port Alberni municipal solid waste disposal site. However, that proposal

was rejected by the Regional District office and resulted in the development of

political friction over provincial versus the local government jurisdiction over

the control of local resources.

6) The absence of a pre-designated oiled debris management site ultimately meant

that the oiled debris had to be hauled at considerable expense to Ladysmith for

incineration.

4)

5)
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D.L.2 Discussion

In all fairness, the field intewiews also drew attention to other smaller but

unrelated problems which helped to aggravate the clean-up and waste management process.

Notably, the inadequate strength of the issued clean-up bags were no match for the heavy

oil and water soaked sand and seaweed, and the payment of a fee for each bag filled

contributed to the collection of more waste matter than may have been necessary. As well,

the lack of frequent pick-up of collected oiled debris off the beaches caused the incoming

tides to bury, disperse or wash away the debris which had been collected and stored in bags

by clean-up volunteers.

The initial justification for pursuing oiled debris management sites stemmed from

the repeated recommendations for such facilities by several Task Forces in response to the

Nestucca and Exxon Yaldez oil spills. Although the total list of encountered problems as

identified above in Section D.t.I do not in themselves justify the need for oiled debris

management sites, they do add support for such facilities by hightighting the problems

which developed in their absence. The essence of the situation is that environmentally

inappropriate action, or no action, may be taken with respect to the handling of oiled

debris if no predesignated oiled debris management sites are offered, or if no other

alternatives to such sites are offered as part of the overall infrastructure of a marine oil

spill response strategy. The final justification for such sites can only be demonstrated

through a comprehensive marine oil spill response and shoreline clean-up contingency

plan wherein the oiled debris waste management plan would outline the functional role

and restrictive use of oiled debris management sites in relation to the overall strategy for

managing the oiled debris from cradle to grave, that is, its collection, handlÍng, storage,

treatment and/ or disposal.
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D.2 O IECTI\IE No. 2 To determine tlrc approprtate sÍze oJ land area requíred. Jor

each oiled tuaste management site based on the u-rorst case uolume oJ otled. ¿.¿rastes

from a mqior oil spill, including ang addítional area tuhiclt mag be required- Jor the

storage oJ ossocíated emergencg equipment and supplies.

D.z.L Results

The theoretical size of any single oited debris management site would simplistically

be a function of the quantity of oil and oiled debris which could be expected to be collected

under a worst case oil spilì scenario, and the number of such facilities within the region of

coastline that might be affected. However, the volume of washed up oil and the volume of

oiled debris that would be generated at such a time could also be expected to be a function of

the type and volume of oil spitled, the location of the spill, climatic and atmospheric

conditions, the quantity of oil which could be recovered, the net direction of ocean

currents, the degree of emulsification of the oil with the sea water, the quantity likely to

reach shore, the extent of affected shoreline which would be potentially accessible for

clean-up, the type of materials that would be oiled on the shore, and the amount of oil and

oiled debris which could be treated in situ. This information, when analyzed, for a worst

case scenario, ought to provide a reasonable expectation of the magnitude of the oiled

debris problem which may have to be addressed. A literature review of recent

investigations into oil spill predictions and scenarios for the Juan de Fuca Strait has

offered some clues in this regard. The following attempts to summarize the complexity of

the matter and provide some quantitative estimates:

A = (e /d) + misc. allowance A - means the surface area of a waste
management site

means volume of oiled debris transported
to each waste management site

means the vertical depth (height) of
storage

q-

d-
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misc. allowance - means additional area
required for expansion and/or equipment
storage

where, e = 8/n Q- means total volume of oiled debris
collected

n - means number of readily available sites

estimates and worst case assumptions

where, g = f [v,volume of oi1 spilled 4t,6oom3

O, type of oil spilled Alaskan crude

L, location of spill Juan de Fuca Strait

M, month or time of year winter
R, o/o of oil recovered at sea 2o/ot

B, o/o of non- recovered oil beached 7 4o/oÏ
(balance lost at sea)

SF, swell factor (emulsification) 3.98t

A, o/o ol shoreline being accessible 3lolo E

D, type of oiled debris coarse grained clastics

T, o/o of oil not treated in situ gÚ/o Ð

enl nuffiing factor for oited debris 4 E
requiring removal.

t - From Tabte 2, p. 33 of the Final Report of the States/British Columbia Oil Spilt
Task Force

E - means estimated.

therefore, I = V' (1-R) oþ c$PoA,ToBF

= 41,60O . 0.98 . O.74. 3.98 o O.31 o 0.9O . 4

= I34,OOO m3

then, if the number of sites "n" = 6, and the depth of debris "d " = 1.5 metres,

A = I34.OOO = 14,888 tn2 orabout I.bhectarespersite.
6 xt.5

Allowing for manoeuvring space, engineering works and equipment storage, each

site should have a minimum working area of about 3 hectares.
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D.2.2 Discussion

In arriving at a worst case scenario volume of marine oil spill, the quantity of oil

spilled from the E:o<on Valdez has set the precedence for the west coast region. Although it

could be argued that a tanker's entire cargo could be spilled, or that perhaps two tankers

could collide and spill their contents, such arguments would be based on probability

analyses of hypothetical events which could be easily counter argued. What cannot be

argued against is the fact that 41,600 cubic metres of oil can be and have been spilled during

a single spill event. If it can happen once, then it could happen again. Therefore, at the very

least, it would be prudent to prepare for what we now know can occur in this region without

be criticized for being overly cautious.

Alaskan crude is regarded as the worst type of oil that could be spilled in this area.

This is because of its high viscosity and its characteristic to emulsify at sea into a water-in-

oil emulsion (chocolate mousse), which can cause its original volume to expand by a swell

factor "SF" in the order of 3 to 4.

The worst case scenario for the study area is to have the spill occur in the Juan de

Fuca Strait and within the winter season. Based on the literature review, a spill in this

location has been evaluated by computer modelling techniques to likely affect the majority

of the study area shoreline, and the winter conditions would timit the recovery of oil at sea

to the greatest degree. From a clean-up point of view, a spill affecting the majority of the

study area shoreline, as opposed to the majority of the spill ending up along a more

confined region, would be considered the worst case scenario because of the higher ratio of

oiled debris to beached oil which would have to be cleaned up.

The percent of affected shoreline 'A" which can practically be cleaned up would be

those stretches that offer access by land or sea, and which offer clastic cover along the

shore so as to permit a propeland safe footing for human activity. The 31olo figure was

arrived at by comparing the approximate total length of beaches (1OO 1rn) indicated on
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available topographic maps in relation to the approximate linear length ( 320 km) of the

coast along the study area.

The percent of oil treated in situ on shore (1Oolo) is a rough estimate to account for

those instances and locations where in-place treatment techniques (chemical application,

combustion, etc.) might be used instead of removing the oil or oiled debris. This would

leave a balance of 9Oo/o of untreated beached oil requiring removal.

The remaining untreated beached oil which woul.d be coated and/or inter-mixed

with water and organic and inorganic matter on the shore would constitute the volume of

oiled debris requiring removal and waste management. The volume of oiled debris which

could be expected from the contamination of organic and inorganic materials could be

expressed as the product of a bulking factor "BF" times the volume of remaining beached

untreated emulsified oil. This bulking factor can obviously be a highly variable number

given the variability in size, type and quantity of materials which might become oiled. The

estimated bulking factor of 4 allows for a ratio of 3:1 of debris to oil.

D.3 OBJECTIVENo.S To examíne the limitattons, constraints and potential

concerrLs associated tutth the establishment and use oJ oiled debris management

sites.

D.3.1 Results

The field investigations carried out in July of 1990 identified numerous

limitations, constraints and potential concerns which could have a significant bearing on

the location and operation of oiled debris management sites.

1) Non-current Information

A striking observation which became apparent in the course of the field

investigations was the lack of up-to-date information on the study area. Outdated
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government aerial photos taken between 197O to 1984, and outdated logging maps

supplied by the Índustry, portrayed information which did not correlate with the

actual field findings. Areas which were portrayed as recently cut were in fact

already in the process of regrowth, and some forest areas depicted as virgin territory

were already clear-cut. Information on current land tenure to various timber areas

was also very difficult to acquire. Available I:I2b,ooo topographical maps,

developed trr I974-75 and iltustrating the land tenure status are highly unreliable.

The Crown Lands office also has no current compiled information which can at a

glance offer a current distinction between parcels of land which are still vacant

Crown land, or which are leased and to whom they are leased. Such information

apparently has to be sought from the Land Titles Office. At that office, it was

determined that such information can only be obtained through individual search

requests on each legal parcel of land. Access to a land titles computer data base in

order to undertake one's own search is likewise not availabte to the public. This

situation posed a serious encumbrance to preparing for field investigations and in

obtaining more detailed information on potential oiled debris management sites

obsewed in the field.

Although the Minister of Crown Lands announced in May of 1990 that the B.C.

government had committed itself to embarking upon a computerized Geographical

Information System (GIS), this state-of-the-art information management and

mapping system will take many years before it reaches a level of practical

application, meaning that in the meantime, the search for potential oiled debris

management sites will be limited to labour intensive trial and error field

investigations.
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2) Access

About two thirds of the coast along the study area is served by paved and gravel

coastal highways. However, with the exception of the coastline between Tofino and

Ucluelet, very few direct vehicular accesses are available from the highways to the

shoreline, particularly between River Jordan and Port Renfrew, and along the

Barkley Sound coast between Bamfield and Ucluelet. The entire stretch of the West

Coast Trail between Port Renfrew and Pachena Bay has no vehicle access

whatsoever. Since oiled debris management sites will require access by motorized

vehicles to bring in or take out oiled debris, or to bring in mobile incinerators, etc.,

it will be imperative that road access to these sites be available. Only transfer sites,

used to collect oiled debris for further transfer by barge or helicopter to a designated

oiled debris management site, could be located behind the high tide line at marine

accessible beaches along the West Coast Trail coastline. Therefore, the West Coast

Trail coastline seems to be beyond reach at this time for a conveniently situated

oiled debris management site. Here, whatever oiled debris can be accessed will have

to be barged out, air lifted out, treated on site, or allowed to biodegrade in-place.

Sea access to the shoreline along the study area for use by marine crafts to

land clean-up crews, or for use by barges to pick up and transporl oiled debris, is

limited in many ways. Due to the scarcity of coastal sediments along the study area

accounts, only about 30o/o of this coastline offers potentially accessible beaches,

with the balance being composed of hazardous bedrock. Of these potentially

accessible beaches, some are barely accessible with barges even at high tide because

of very shallow sloped beaches, or not accessible at low tide because of hazardous

exposed or shallow rocþ platforms. Even if the physical conditions were ideal,

high wind conditions, high wave conditions and/or strong currents might interfere

with access attempts. Therefore, any dependence on sea access to a shoreline during

an oil spill clean-up campaign is very unreliable.
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3) Topographv

A common criteria usually associated in literature with the establishment of

waste management sites is the high desirability for level to shallow sloped

topography. In this regard, the study area offers very limited locations with these

qualifications. Most level areas were observed to be already developed for

recreational use, for homesteads, for subdivisions, and Indian Reserves, or they are

associated with low lying estuaries. The balance of the territory, within reasonable

proximity to the coast, was confirmed to be hilly to very steep, and intersected with

numerous gullies and waterways.

4) I^and Use

A significant constraint to the establishment of oited debris management

sites is the restriction of any desirable area by virtue of its current use. In this

regard, any areas occupied by communities and cottages, or set aside as parks and

Indian reserves were excluded from consideration. The balance of the land in the

study area is timber land which is either vacant Crown land or Crown land leased

out as Tree Farm Licence (TFL) areas, or land privately owned as tree farms or for

other purposes. However, it would be undesirable to disturb a virgin timber site if a

clear-cut area was already available in the proximity. Locating, inspecting and

evaluating such clear-cut sites posed a problem in many instances because

numerous TFL areas had thei¡ access roads blocked to vehicle traffic. Other TFL

areas were posted as active logging areas wherein the use of the active logging roads

for exploration could have posed a serious danger. Hence, the land use of these areas

posed an obstacle to exploration even though the logging roads opened up territory.

Another difficulty with the establishment of oited debris management sites in these

areas is the potential legal problem which may be associated with acquiring the

necessary lands if these lands are secured by the logging industry under long-term
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leases, or if they are privately owned. Under the Environment Management Act, the

Minister is allowed to use any land deemed necessary only in the situation of an

emergency. Hence a perceived difflculty is foreseen in acquiring desirable sites

which are not clearly vacant Crown land, unless successful negotiations are

achieved.

Precipitation

The literature review, field investigations and numerous interviews of

people knowledgeable about the study area, clearly pointed to the high degree of

precipitation as being the most important factor which will inlluence how the oited

debris management sites can be used. Environment Canada weather data indicates

that the study area is subjected to an annual precipitation ranging frorn I2BT

millimetres at Sooke to 3288 millimetres at Tofino. Field investigations during the

month of July, 1991, showed the soils to be damp, or containing ponded water where

drainage was poor, when it hadn't rained all month. Some areas are even described

as rain forests. The high precipitation rates also affect the local hydrogeology by

raising the water table, or creating saturated soil conditions. These conditions,

supporled with the advice obtained in the course of the interviews, would rule out

the practicality of using dyked disposal or storage areas, or pits, for the exposed

storage or landfilling of oiled debris. A problem with attempting to provide sites in

this region is associated with the migration of fugitive oil into the environment,

such that the sites would have to be designed to collect alt the contaminated

precipitation run-off. As a worst case scenario, the average total precipitation at

Tofino durin$ the month of December is 479 millimetres. This means that, given an

area of one hectare with fine grained soils where the precipitation runoff is being

contaminated by contact with oiled debris, 4,800 m3/hectare/month, or t60

m3/hectare/d,ay, of contaminated water would have to be collected and treated prior
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to its release into the environment. To treat such a daily volume of contaminated

water could become urunanageable. The site might also become so saturated as to be

unworkable or inaccessible for landfilling during high precipitation periods.

Landfilling also presents a potential hazard for groundwater contamination, and

the Canadian Public Review Panel even recommends that "landfilling of oiled

debris must not be practised where alternatives are possible". If groundwater

contamination were not a factor, and tandfilling was employed, the limited

availability of suitable sites could well fill up the designated areas after one or two

major oil spill events such that more sites would be required.

Containment

The high arrrount of precipitation in this region presents a serious

constraint and engineering problem in regards to the design and operation of the

oiled debris management sites. Although probably quite costly, the ideal solution

may be to initially use the designated oiled debris management sites for temporary

storage only, try bringing the debris to these sites, or collecting it on these sites, in

large 3 cubic metre steel containers with hinged lids to seal off precipitation,

similar to the portable garbage containers or tubs used at construction sites. With

such containers the oiled debris could readily be hauled to or from the waste

management site, the oiled debris could be kept well contained and sealed from

precipitation, and no further spreading of contaminants by rehandling of the

material would occur. The debris could, thereafter, be incinerated on-site usin$ a

mobile incinerator, or hauled at an accommodating rate to a central incinerator, or

otherwise treated, so that over time the holding capacity of the site can be reclaimed

for the next spill event. Inasmuch as good containment would be very desirable, the

practical limitation may be the number of containers on hand in preparation for a

worst case spill event. Therefore, site selection criteria would still have to consider
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the permeabitity of the surficial soils (for the protection of groundwater) and the

location of nearby surface waterways in the event of oiled debris overload.

7) Social Attitudes

The potential constraints which local or regional social factors might pose

along the way towards establishing designated management sites for oiled debris

were best obtained from the personal interviews held throughout the field

investigations. The spectrum of people contacted, as evident from the list shown in

Section C-4, ranged from politicians to environmentalists to volunteer workers to

native people and government staff. The following appear to be the main issues

which surfaced, and are presented in a generalized manner rather than specific to

any community since the survey was not taken in a statistical fashion for the

purposes of relating trends in attitudes to any particular community:

a) The otled debrts should be sent to the partA responstble Jor the oil spill.

This attitude was expressed as the counter argument for establishing oiled

debris management sites. Essentially, it was stated that the polluter should be

sent all the oiled debris rather have the victims of the spill left to manage the

waste and deal with the long-term environmental problems which may be

associated with its mismanagement. The point made was that if the

infrastructure was put in place to accommodate oiled debris from marine oil

spills, then that might be construed as meaning that the coastal citizens have

become resigned to oil spill events, when in fact the message which they want to

send is their outrage against such occurrences.

b) The not in mg back gard (NIMBY) sgndrome.

The NIMBY syndrome was expected to be more widespread, but was not a

major issue in the course of the interviews. Some communities expressed

opposition to such sites being located near their community, although if it was
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c)

absolutely necessary then they would consider temporary sites, with the number

of sites kept minimal so that they might receive better maintenance than would

several small sites. Other communities felt less adverse to the establishment of

such sites so long as they were temporary and properly managed. However, the

true attitudes of the local populace on this issue in any one area may not really

surface until they are confronted with having to consider a proposed oiled debris

management site in their vicinity. Depending on how the stakeholders end up

perceiving these sites, their attitude will either make or break the proposal.

Natiue concerns.

The concerns of native groups, as it might impact upon establishing oiled

debris management sites, is singled out as a specific item because it concerns

only the native people within the study area. In essence, they point out that

whatever sites are considered for acceptance, they would have to be involved in

the approval process and in the operation of the sites. This stems from the

unsettled land claims issues, such that in the interim they claim rights to all the

lands at issue. They also express the necessity for co-management of such

facilities because of the potential impact that these facilities might have on

factors which influence their livelihood.

Control ouer use oJ resources.

Another social attitude which surfaced, and which has the same undertones

as the native issue although it has instead escalated into a power struggle

between the provincial and the municipal government level, is who should have

the control over local resources. This issue came to light when the province

wanted to dispose of the Nestucca oiled debris at the Port Alberni municipal

solid waste disposal site (wDS), whereas the municipality was of the opinion

that they should have the right to deny its use. The municipality's arguments for

denial were that the municipality should have full control over the management

d)
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of the WDS because the majority of the community was against receiving the

oiled debris, and because the existing WDS has a finite limit and is expected to

serve the region for many years to come. A loss of control would eventually

force them to seek other alternative and more expensive avenues of waste

management. This municipal posture for more control over land resource uses

may have a bearing on the final selection of any sites proposed by the province

for consideration as oiled debris management sites'

8) Ooerational Concerns

a) Inherent in the strategical use of the oiled debris management sites is the

question of how these sites will merge effectively into the oiled debris clean-up

measures initiated in response to a marine oil spill' To serve aS an effective

utility Ín such a situation, the means and ways of getting the oiled debris from

the beach to the designated oiled debris management site must be outlined in a

master response plan. That is to say, the functionality of these sites for beaches

which. have no road access would be questionable unless alternate methods of

transporting the oiled debris from the beach to the designated management site

are identified for implementation by the response teams.

b) The term "temporary", in regards to oiled debris management sites, is referenced

in the recommendations of the Coast Guard and the Public Review Panel (see

section B.B), as well in the B.C. Environment document titled "OIL SPILI^S - A

Strategl for British Columbia". This word is ambiguous in the sense that it may

have a different meaning to different people. That is to say, it may be construed

by some that the facility per se will therefore not be a permanent fixture. Yet'

when they see a constructed area with stored equipment, and perhaps the

facÍlity surround.ed by a fence, they will real:ze that the facility is permanent

and may feel that they have been duped. Others may interpret the word
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"temporary" as meaning that the oiled waste will be stored on the site for a very

short period, such that if it happens to remain on site longer than their

expectations, these people may become upset. Clearly, one of the goals of

mustering and maintaining public support for this oil spill clean-up initiative

should be to eliminate any source of confusion or ambiguity concerning the

eventual establishment and use of any designated oiled debris management

sites. In that regard, the clear meaning of "temporary" sites will have to be

spelled out by the Ministry of Environment.

If designating a site as a permanent oiled debris management site, the

understanding will be that the oiled debris will be taken to this site, possibly

processed and treated there, with all or the remainder thereof permanently

disposed of on location. However, if the site is designated as a "temporary" site,

it raises the question, what is the nexl step? That is, the temporary sites must be

seen to be part of an integrated response plan. Hence, the use of temporary waste

management sites will only gain credibility if the plan for the ultimate manner

of disposal is specified by the Ministry of Environment.

Given that the local preference is for temporary waste management sites,

providing secure containment of temporarily stored oiled debris will be a major

technical and financial consideration if a state of preparedness for a worst case

scenario is to be realized.

D.3.2 Dlscussion

The foregoing discussion points out a wide spectrum of limitations, constraints and

potential concerns associated with the establishment of oiled debris management sites.

Some were visibly apparent while others only surfaced during the process of gathering

information. The social concerns were easily obtained through the interviews because the

people were very eager to express themselves. Overall, it would seem that the field study
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satisfied objective No. 3, with

associated with the designation,

this study area.

Preferable:

Acceptable:

the conclusion that considerable difficulties will be

design and use of oiled debris management sites within

all-weather paved road

all weather gravel or logging road

D.4 OBJECTIVENo.4 To deueLop site selectton criteriaJor oiled debris management

sttes l¿uithtn the studg orea).

D.4.1 Results

The literature review section had identified some recent cases of waste management

sites that were justified on the basis of certain site selection criteria relevant to the nature

of the waste and the general territory being considered for waste management sites.

However, the study area for this project requires its own specific site selection criteria to

test a site's physical, environmental, legal, social compatibility with the realities of the

study area. In this regard, Table D-l has been prepared to incorporate information

obtained from the literature review, the field survey, maps and interviews. Since a strict

singular site selection crÍteria could preclude the potential for any oiled debris

management site if such criteria cannot be satisfied at any location within the study area,

the site selection criteria have been developed to accommodate the rational selection of a

site on the basis of qualitative choices which can be made with the full conscious

knowledge that they may not be ideal but would be better in relation to other sites.

Therefore, the criteria have been developed to reflect the relative virlues of various factors

on a scale from preferable to unacceptable.

Proposed Site Selection Criteria:

1) Potential sites should be accessible by an existing road system.
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Accessibility

[-and Tenure

CATEGORY

l,and Use

Soil Cover

Soil CoverThickness

all-weather paved roadn

vacant prov. Crown landf]

Surficial Gradient

TABLE D-I

SITE SELECTION CRITERI^A.

PRÞFER.â'BLE

Distance Considerations from:
surface waters

wells (upstream)
wells (downstream)
nearest settlement

nearest dwelling
land subject to slope failure

Holocene fault

clear-cut timberland!

General [¡cation Considerations

all-weather gravel road [--l

Prevailing Wind Considerations:
(location w.r.t. nearest settlement
under summer prevailing winds)

leased prov. Crown landn

clavl_l
siltu clavl I

glacial tilll I

regrown clear-cu t timberland l--l

lO to 5 metresl-l

Available Working Area

Public Visibility

O to 2 o/of]

> 50O metres
> 5 kilometres
2 5OO metres

2 3 kilometres
> 25O metres
> lOO metres
> IOO metres

Public Acceptability

MARGINAL

privately ownedn
federal Crown land[--l

sandy clay
loam

silt

logging roadI

5 to 2 metresl-l

uncut timberlandl--l
agricultural landl I

east to southeastn

5OO to 4OO metres
5 to 4 kilometres

5@ to 4OO metres
3 to 2 kilometres

25O to 2OO metres
IOO metres
IOO metres

2 to I o/oV

> 5 hectaresl-l

sandy loam
loamy sand

gravelly loam

I]N

secluded l-l

residential land
ecological reserves

wildlile sanctuaries
wildli fe management a-reas

designated parks
historical sites

Indian Reservesl--l
under land claiml I

2 to I metresll

no accessI

4OO to 30O metres
4 to 3 kilometres

4OO to 3OO metres
2 to I kilometres

2OO to 150 metres

9 to 2O o/on

northeastl--l
southl I

5 to 4 hectraresll

E

!

public endorsementI

sand[-l
gravell 

I

bedrockl I

< I metresl_l
bedrockl I

north
southwest

west to northwest
(and>Skmaway)

> 20 o/of1

3OO metres
kilometres

3OO metres
kilometres

15O metres
lOO metres
IOO metres

4 to 3 hectaresn

in wetland areas
in a l0Oyr floodplain

areas subject to tsunamis

west to northwestl-l
(and<Skmaway) =

visible lrom highwayf

< 3 hectaresl-l

public oppositionl-l



Marginal: logging road

Unacceptable: noaccess

Rationale:

In order to be established, used and maintained, access for construction vehicles,

waste haulage trucks and personnel carriers must be available to, or near to, the

potential site. A readily accessible potential site can also be more accurately

surveyed for environmental acceptability as opposed to a remote inaccessible site.

As well, additional land and money need not be sacrificed for the development of a

road which may serve a very limited purpose. Paved roads or good gravel provincial

roads are the best choices because they are designed to carry heavy axle loads and

can accommodate two way traffic to and from the site during a spill clean-up event.

l,ogging roads are generally narrow, not well graded, and may have sharp curves

and poor drainage provisions, thereby rendering them as less desirable forms of

access.

2) Potential sites should be located on land which

Province of British Columbia, or which offers

acquired by the Province.

either presently owned by the

reasonable potential of being

iS

a

Preferable:

Acceptable:

Marginal:

vacant provincial Crown land

leased provincial Crown land

privately owned land
federal Crown land

Indian Reserve land
lands currently under

Unacceptable:
litigation for aboriginal title

Rationale:

These criteria are necessary to gauge the degree of encumbrances which might be

encountered in wanting to develop a potential site. A potential site located on

provincial Crown land would offer the least complications to the Province in that
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its use would pose no legal encumbrances, and its availability would not be

compromised by difficult negotiations as might be encountered Ín the case of

private land or, to a lesser degree, with Crown land under lease. Federal Crown land

would be a very marginal qualifier because most of these lands are designated for

specific national uses (ie. military, airports, harbours, parks, etc.). Indian reserve

land, or land presently at issue under native land claims, is regarded to be out of the

question because of the heritage significance and the legal implications.

3) Potential sites should be located on land which offers the least land use conllict by

virtue of the potential site's land use as well as the surrounding land use.

Preferable:

Acceptable:

Marginal:

clear-cut timberland

regrown clear-cut timberland

- uncut (virgin) timberland
- agricultural land

Unacceptable: - residential land
- ecological reserves
- wildlife sanctuaries
- wildlife management
- national, provincial,
- historical sites

areas
regional or municipal parks

Rationale:

These land use criteria are essential in that the prevailing land use or land use

designation is a clear indicator of its environmental value. In this regard, land

which offers the least potential environmental conJlict is regarded to be wilderness

timberland which has already been grossly disturbed by clear-cut logging practices.

The unacceptable land use categories arise from social, heritage and envi¡onmental

concerns, and are protected by law, as by the Special Waste Regulation 63/88 under

the Waste Management Act, as well as other statutes.
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4) Potential site should be selected on the basis of the best available type of soil.

Preferable: - clay
- silty clay
- glacial till

- sandy clay
- loam
- silt

- sandy loam
- loamy sand
- gravelly loam

Acceptable:

Marginal:

Unacceptable: - sand
- gravel
- bedrock (assumed to be fractured)

Rationale:

Even if an oiled debris management site is not used for landfilling, and every effort

is made to keep the oiled debris contained, the potential always exists that spillage

can occur and that precipitation can become contaminated, with the concern belng

contaminated runoff draining off the site or contaminated leachates being lost to

the groundwater. Contaminated runoff is more easily controlled than percolation

Iosses through the soil column. Therefore the best measure of protection which can

be provided (aside from impermeable liners) is to find surficial deposits (of adequate

thickness) which will impede percolation losses. In that regard, clay and clayey

soils or glacial till would offer the best natural retardation of seepage losses.

Thereafter, silty and loamy soils would serve to retard seepage but with decreasing

efficiency proporlional to the increasing content of sand and other coarse-grained

soils. Bedrock is unacceptable because it should be regarded as fractured and

therefore highly permeable.

5) Potential sites should be selected with due consideration for soil cover thickness.

Preferable: 5 to 10 metres

Acceptable: 2toSmetres
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Marginal: lto2metres

Unacceptable: < 1 metre

Rationale:

Three main reasons govern the desirability for an adequate thickness of surficial

deposits. First, the rate of seepage losses is a function of the distance through which

the fluid travels. Second, sufficient surficial deposits will allow for the

development of engineered earthen works to divert runoff from the waste

management site and to selectively impound contaminated waters. Third, where

the gradient of a site is steep, a sufficient thickness of soils would allow for the

development of terraced plateaus to reduce the rate of precipitation runoff,

minimize erosion, and offer a more level working area.

6) Potential sites should have as level a gradient as possible.

Preferable: level to very gently sloping O.O - 2o/o O - 1.1'

Acceptable: gently to moderately sloping 2 - I o/o I.1" - 5.Io

Marginal: moderately to strongly sloping I - 2Oo/o 5.1" - ll.3o

Unacceptable: steeply sloping >2Oo/o > 11.3o

Rationale:

The selected gradient breakdown almost corresponds directly to the B.C. provincial

soils and terrain map gradient descriptions, except that the cut-off between strongly

sloping and steeply sloping has been raised from l5olo to 2Oo/o to allow for the

development of terraced sites where the lack of moderately sloping land in a

strategical area might otherwise preclude the positioning of a potential oiled debris

management site.

7) Potential sites should be selected on the basis of adequate setback distances from

key environmental, public health and aesthetic considerations.
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Item Preferable Acceptable Marginal Unacceptable

From surface waters > SOOm 5OO - 4OOm 4OO - 3OOm < 3OOm

Fromwells (upstream) >5lgn 5-4m 4-3m <31rn
(downstream) 25OOm 5OO-4OOm 4OO-3OOm <3OOm

Fromnearestcommunity >3l.rrn 3-2rn 2-Irn <tkn

Fromnearestdwelling >250m 250-2OOm 2@-l5Om <15Om

From unstable slopes > lOOm IOOm

From a Holocene fault > lOO m tOO m

< lOOm

< lOOm

Rationale:

Literature suggests a variety of distance criteria respecting various concerns.

However, the majority of the concerns can be distilled down wanting to protect

surface waterways (and the wildlife and fisheries they supporl), wanting to protect

groundwater (in regards to its resource value as an immediate or potential drinking

water supply), and wanting to provide an adequate buffer between a waste

management site and a community or individual dwelling, and wanting to protect

the integrity of the site from unstable soil or geological conditions.

8) Potential sites should not be located in wet or flood prone areas.

Unacceptable: in wetland areas

in a lOO year floodplain

in an area subject to tsunamis

Rationale:

These criteria are drawn from the minimum siting standards in Part 2 of the

Special Waste Regulation B.C. Reg. 63/88.
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e) Potential sites should be located downwind of settlements along the path of the

prevailing wind direction (unless sufficient distance separates the site from the

settlement).

Preferable:

Acceptable:

Marginal:

- site located east to southeast of nearest settlement

- site located northeast or south of nearest settlement

- site located north or southwest of nearest settlement

- site located west to northwest of nearest settlement but
more than 5 kn away

- site located west to northwest of nearest settlement and
less than 5 lan away

Unacceptable:

Rationale:

In the event that on-site incineration is to be exercised at the waste management

sites, the impact of air pollution must be taken into consideration. This impact on

nearby residents can be minimized if the emissions of volatile organic carbons

from the stored oiled debris or the emissions resulting from its incineration are not

transported towards residential areas by the wind. In this regard, the study area

presents different prevailing wind directions for the summer versus the winter.

However, in this writers opinion, volatilization would be more active during

wanner weather, and incineration would most likely be implemented during the

suûuner months to take advantage of the higher ambient temperatures and lower

precipitation rates, such that we need only concern ourselves with the summer

prevailing winds blowing from the west and northwest direction. The distance

criterion is a subjective matter which can be adjusted to suit local sensÍtÍvities.

10) A potential site, as a complementary component of other additional sites, should

have a potential working area of sufficient size to render the facitity capable of

accommodating its share of the waste management space requirement for a worst

case oil spill event.
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Preferable:

Acceptable:

Marginal:

Unacceptable:

> 5 hectares

4- 5 hectares

3 - 4 hectares

<3 hectares

Rationale:

Section D.2.1attempted to portray the expected volume of oiled debris which might

arise from a worst case oil spill scenario, assuming an even distribution of oil along

the study area coastline and presuming that six oiled debris management sites

might be established. On this basis, a minimum area of 3 hectares was arrived at as

a basic working area for each such site. Any potential site which might offer a

greater available working area would, of course, be preferable for greater flexibility

in operation and for potential expansion.

t 1) Potential sites should be located such that they are not openly visible from high

traffic routes.

Preferable: secluded

Unacceptable: visible from highway

Rationale:

Most of the study area is a prime tourist attraction frequented by numerous parks

and commercial establishments that make their livelihood from the tourism trade.

To maintain the aesthetic appearances of the coastline and the frequented travel

routes, any potential oiied debris management sites should be located so as not to

detract from the scenery.

L2) Selected potential sites should be adopted with due consÍderation for the public

acceptability of the proposed sites.
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Acceptable: public endorsement

Unacceptable: public opposition

Rationale:

Public participation is crucial to the long-term acceptance of any potential site,

despite its technical attributes, prior to being formally designated. This would

likely take the shape of formal or informal public hearings for local residents and

native communities with the goal of offering all pertinent information, providing

alternative choices, discussing expressed concerns, and incorporating the input of

the local people into the final decision process.

D.4.2 Discussion

The site selection criteria have been developed on the basis of some past approaches,

existing regulations, and field conditions relevant to the study area. Generally, the

objective of developing site selection criteria for the study area has been achieved by

developing a tabular guide with a built-in flexibility of criteria ranging from preferable to

unacceptable in recognition of the difficutt field conditions within the study area. The

flexibility would allow for a conscious choice to be made between alternative sites based on

the full knowledge that compromises may have been made due to the absence of more

preferable conditions.

D.5 O JF,CTIVE No. 5 To identifg potential Locattons Jor otLed debrts management

sites luutthin the studg area).

D.5.1 Results

On the basis of information obtained through the field survey, interviews, available

aerial photographs and maps, and the site selection criteria developed for this study area, a
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number of potential oiled debris management sites have been selected. To illustrate these

locations more effectively, eight submaps of the study area were prepared at a scale of

1:1OO,OOO. Figure D-1 consists of the submap layout key to illustrate the effective coastal

area covered by each submap, with Figures D-2 to D-9 corresponding to Submaps #1 to #8,

respectively. A more detailed description and rationale for the sites selected is best done by

reviewing each submap as follows:

Submap #t

Most of the coastal area in this region is comprised of the Pacific Rim National

Park, containing the renowned Long Beach recreational area. All of the major

beaches in this area were found to have good vehicle access for oil spill clean-up

efforts, with direct access onto the beach blocked only by moveable blockades or

locked gates. The land area north of the park's boundaries is largely developed by

the Village of Tofino, cottage subdivÍsions, and tourist resort camps, with many

other areas already in the process of development. Aside from the environmental

sensitivity of this coastline, the coastal real estate was found to be very expensive,

with the resort areas depending heavily on the beaches as offering the primary

attraction for the tourists, such that a major oil spill on these beaches would elicit a

fierce local call for an urgent clean-up campaign.

A solid waste disposal site, locally called the "six-mile dump", which used to

serve this developed area is shown just west of the junction of FIWY #4 and the park

boundary. This site was closed for environmental reasons and is no longer in active

use. Most of the garbage and debris has been covered with a flat soil cap, but the site

has a small surface area. In consideration of its closure and small size, this site was

dismissed as a potential oiled debris management site. However, with better access

security provisions, it could be used to store certain bulþ emergency response

equipment. The solid waste disposal site currently being used by Tofino, Ucluelet
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Accessibility

[-and Tenure

Land Use

Soil Cover

T.ABLE D-2

POÎENTIAL SIÎE #1 SELECÎION CRIÎERIA ST^ATUS

Soil Cover Thickness

all-weather paved roadn

vacant prov. Crown landI

Surlìcial Gradient

Distance Considerations lrom:
surface waters

wells (upstream)
wells (downstream)
nearest settlement

nearest dwelling
land subject to slope failure

Flolocene fault

clear-cut timberland l-l

General l¡cation Considerations

all-weather gravel road l--l

Prevailing Wind Considerations:
(location w.r.t. nearest settlement
under summer prevailing winds)

leased prov. Crown la¡dl-l

clay
silly clay

glacial till

ACCEPTABLE

regrown clear-cut timberland lFl

IO to 5 metresn

Available Working Area

Public Visibility

o to 2 o/olXl

> 5OO met¡es
5 kilometres

> 50O metres
3 kilometres

> 25O metres
> IOO metres
> IOO melres

Public Acceptability

MARGINAL

privately ownedl--l
federal Crown landl--l

sandy clay
loam

silt

logging roadfl

5 to 2 metresl-l

uncut timberlandl-l
agricultural landl I

east to southeastlÏl

=

5OO to 4OO metres
5 to 4 kilometres

5OO to 4OO metres
3 to 2 kilometres

25O to 2OO metres
IOO metres
IOO metres

2 to 9 o/ol-l

> 5 hectareslXl

UN

sandy loam
loamy sand

gravelly loam

secluded[]

residential land
ecological reserves

wildlitc sanctuaries
wildlife management areas

designated parks
historical sites

Indian Reservesl--l
under land claiml I

2 to I metreslFl

no accessn

4OO to 3OO metres
4 to 3 kilometres

4OO to 3OO metres
2 to I kilometres

2OO to I5O metres

9to20%n

northeastl-*l
southl I

5 to 4 hectraresn

public endorsementl_l

sandl_l
gravell I

bedrockl I

< I metresl--l
bedrockl I

north
southwest

west to northwest
(and>5kmaway)

< 3OO metresl--l
< 3 kilometresl ì

< 3OO metresl I

< ì kilometresl I
H

< l5O metresl I

< IOO metresl I

< tOO metresl I

> 20 o/of-1

4 to 3 hectaresl-l

in wetland areas
in a l0O yr floodplaÍn

areas subject to tsunamis

west to northwestn
(and<Skmaway)

r¡isible from highwayf

< 3 hectaresl-l

public oppositionl-l



and the park, is located norLh of F{WY #4 and north-east of Combers Beach. It was

learned that this site, as well, is controversial due to the potential for leachates and

contaminated run-off to migrate into Sandhill Creek which drains into Combers

Beach. Were it not for the lack of a better immediate solutÍon, this sotid waste

disposal site would probably also have been forced to close by now.

Despite this local setting and environment, and recognizing that significant

amounts of oiled debris would be generated along this coast in the event of a major

marine oil spill affecting these beaches, a potential oiled debris management site

(Site #t) was found about 2 kilometres north of the existing active solid waste

disposal site. This site was previously clear-cut, but is in the process of regrowth.

The area is quite flat, and on-site soil testing determined the presence of excellent

consolidated clay soils. On the basis of the presence of very saturated clays within

some lower lying areas, the water table would appear to be high, but likely quite

stationary. Therefore, precipitation in this area would be lost through surface

runoff rather than through losses to the groundwater. Ideally, the active area of the

oiled debris management site should be built up, if necessary, and well drained to

maintain its unhindered accessibility during high precipitation periods.

Appendix'E'describes the physical data pertaining to Site #1, and Table D-2

reflects the status of Site # I relative to the site selection criteria.

SuLmap #2

The coastal area in this region, as in the case of submap #I, contains a

significant portion of beaches, and is spotted with three Indian Reserves. The

beaches of Florencia Bay are not accessible by vehicle from the road. Likewise,

much of the beach shoreline along Loudon Channel is not readily accessible until

further east towards David Channel. Here the beach is accessed by an active logging

road which takes off from Highway #4, passes Maggie Lake and ends at a logging
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Accessibility

Land Tenure

CATDGORY

Land Use

Soil Cover

TABLE D-3

POTENTIAL SITE #2 SELECTION CRITERIA STATUS

Soil Cover Thickness

all-weather paved road[-l

vacarìt prov. Crown tandl-l

Surlìcial Gradient

Distance Considerations lrom:
surface waters

wells (upstream)
wells (downstream)
nearest settlement

nearest dwelling
land subject to slope failure

Holocene fault

clear-cut timberland lXl

LÐ

General Location Considerations

all-weather gravel road l--l

Prevailing Wind Considerations:
(location w.r.t. nearest settlement
under summer prevailing winds)

leased prov. Crown landlFl

clavl_l
silty clayl I

glacial tilll I

regro\¡/n clear-cut timberland l--l

IO to 5 metresl-l

Available Working Area

Public Visibility

O to 2 o/oE1

> 50O metres
> 5 kilometres

> 5O0 metres
> 3 kilometres

> 25O metres
2 IOO metres
> IOO metres

Public Acceptability

MARGINAL

privately ownedl--l
federal Crown land[--l

sandy clay
loam

silt

togging roadlï-l

5 to 2 metresl-l

uncut timberlandl-l
agricultural landl I

east to southeastn

5OO to 4OO metres
5 to 4 kilometres

5OO to 4O0 metres
3 to 2 kilometres

25O to 20O metres
IOO metres
IOO metres

2 to 9o/ol1

> 5 hectareslXl

sandy loam
loamy sand

gravelly loam

ITNACCEPTABLE

secluded Þl]

residential land
ecological reserves

wildlife sanctuaries
wildlife management areas

designated parks
historical sites

Indian Reservesl---j
under land claiml I

2 to I metresl--l

no accessl-l

40O to 3OO metres
4 to 3 kilometres

4OO to 3OO metres
2 to I kilometres

2O0 to 15O metres

9 to 2O o/ol-l

northeastl-l
southl I

5 to 4 hectraresll

public endorsementl--l

sandl--l
gravell I

bedrockl I

< I metresf--l
bedrockl I

north
southwest

west to northwest
(and>Skmaway)

< 3OO metres
< 3 kilometres
< 3OO metres

< I kilometres
< 150 metres
< IOO metres
< ìOO metres

> 20 o/of-l

4 to 3 hectaresl-l

in wetland areas
in a IOO yr floodplain

areas subjcct to tsunamis

west to northwestl-l
(and<Skmaway)

visible from highwayn

< 3 hectaresl-l

public opposition!



transfer depot at Toquart Bay. No practical site could be found for the area between

Port Aibion and Toquart Bay. However, north of Ucluelet and Port Albion a

potential oiled debris management site (Site #2) was accessed by a logging road on

land that had been clear-cut by MacMillan-Bloedel.

Appendix'F'describes the physical data pertaining to Site #2, and Table D-3

reflects the status of this site relative to the site selection criteria.

Submap #3

In this area, vehicle access to the coast is offered only at Sarita, a logging

transfer depot. No potential oiled debris management site was found during the

ground survey, and nothing promising could be seen in available maps of the area.

A site in this location is not regarded as critical in that this coastline may be the

least likely to be affected after a marine oil spill in the Juan de Fuca Strait.

Submap #4

Much of the coast in this area comprises the Pacilic Rim National Park, and

about eleven Indian Reserves are scattered throughout this area. Only two

locations, Bamfield and Pachena Beach in Pachena Bay offer access to the coast by

road. However, Cape Beale offers a helicopter landing pad such that helicopter

assistance could be readily accommodated to airlift oiled debris from inaccessible

beaches to some convenient waste management site, were it available.

The search for potential oiled debris management sites during the ground

survey, revealed only one suitable area (Site #3) about 2 kilometres south of

Bamfield. The site had been previously clear-cut with no regrowth having yet

occurred. Although slightly sloped, some fairly large level areas could be seen. The

soil consisted of the typical glacial tilt found throughout much of the region, with

significant clayey content as evidenced by soil sampling and the ponding of water in

dugout areas despite the high elevation of the land. The suitability of this site was
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Accessibility

Land Tenure

lEC.ORY

Land Use

Soil Cover

TABLE D.4

POÎENTIAL SITE #3 SELECÎION CRITERIA STATUS

Soil Cover Thickness

all-weather paved road l-l
vacant prov. Crown landn

Surficial Gradient

PREFER.A,BLE

Distance Considerations from:
surface waters

wells (upstream)
wells (downstream)
nearest settlement

nearest dwelling
land subject to slope failure

Holocene fault

clear-cut timberland lXl

General l,ocation Considerations

all-weather gravel road l--l

Prevailing Wind Considerations:
(location w.r.t. nearest settlemenl
under summer prevailing winds)

Ieased prov. Crown landn

clavl-l
siltv cìavl I

glacial tilll I

ACCEPTABLE

regrown clear-cut timberlandfl

IO to 5 metresl-l

Available Working Area

Public Visibility

O to 2 o/olFl

> 5OO metres
> 5 kilometres

> 5OO metres
> 3 kilometres

> 25O metres
> lO0 metres
> IOO metres

Public Acceptability

privately ownedf--l
federal Crown landl--l

sandy clay
loam

silt

logging roadfFl

5 to 2 metresl-l

uncut timberland[-l
agricultural landl I

east to southeastl-l

5OO to 4OO metres
5 to 4 kÌlometres

5OO to 4OO metres
3 to 2 kilometres

25O to 2O0 metres
IOO metres
IOO metres

2 to I o/of1

> 5 hectareslFl

I]NACCEPTABLÐ

sandy loam
loamy sand

gravelly loam

secluded[]

Indian Reservesl--l
under land claiml I

2 to I metreslXl

no accessl-l

wildlile

residential landl-l
ecological reservesl I

wildlife sanctuariesl I

management areasl I

designated parksl-l
historical sitesl-l

4OO to 3OO metres
4 to 3 kilometres

4OO to 3OO metres
2 to I kilometres

2OO to 15O metres

9 to 20 o/on

northeastl-l
southl--l

5 to 4 hectraresl-l

public endorsementn

sandl--l
gravell 

I

bedrockl 
I

< I metrcsl-l
bedrockl I

north
southwest

west to northwest
(and>Skmaway)

> 20 o/of-1

< 3OO metres
3 kilometres

< 3OO metres
I kilometres

< I5O metres
< IOO metres
< IOO metres

4 to 3 heclaresl-l

in wetland areas
in a IOO yr floodplain

areas subject to tsunamis

west to northwestn
(and<Skmaway)

visible from highwayl-l

< 3 hectaresl--l

public oppositionl-l



Accessibilit¡r

L¿nd Tenure

CATEGORY

Land Use

Soil Cover

T.åBLE D-5

POÎENÎIAL SITE #4 SELECÎION CRITERIA STÁ,TUS

SoiI Cover Thickness

all-weather paved roadn

vacant prov. Crown landl-l

Surlìcial Gradient

PR-EFERABLD

Distance Considerations from:
surface waters

wells (upstream)
wells (downstream)
nearest settlement

nearest dwelling
land subject to slope failure

Holocene fault

clear-cut timberland lFl

General [,ocation Considerations

all-weather gravel road f]

Prevailing rül/ind Considerations:
(location w.r.t. nearest settlement
under summer prevailing winds)

leased prov. Crown landn

clayn
siltv cìavl I

glacial tilll I

ACCEPTABLE

regrown clear-cut timberland [--l

tO to 5 metresl-l

Available Working Area

Public Visibility

o to 2 o/olFl

> 5OO metres
> 5 kilometres
> 5OO metres

> 3 kilometres
> 25O metres
2 IOO melres
> IOO metres

Public Acceptability

privately ownedl_l
federal Crown landl--l

sandy clay
loam

silt

logging roadfl
GINAL

5 to 2 metresl-l

uncut timberlandl---l
agricultural landl I

east to southeastTl

5@ to 4OO metres
5 to 4 kilometres

5OO to 4OO metres
3 to 2 kilometres

25O to 2OO metres
IOO metres
l@ metres

2 to I o/of-]

> 5 hectareslFl

sandy loam
Ioamy sand

gravelly loam

secludedlFl

residential land
ecological reserves

wildlife sanctuaries
wildlile management areas

designated parks
historical sites

Indian Reservesf--l
under land claiml I

2 to I metreslÏl

no accessn

4OO to 30O metres
4 to 3 kilometres

4OO to 3OO metres
2 to I kilometres

2OO to 15O metres

e to 20 %l--l

northeastlX-l
southl I

5 to 4 hectraresl--l

public endorsementl--l

sandl--l
gravell 

I

bedrockl I

< I metresl--l
bedrockl I

north
southwest

west to northwest
(and>5kmaway)

< 3OO metres
< 3 kilometres
< 3@ metres

< 1 kilometres
< l5O metres
< l@ metres
< IOO metres

> 2Oo/ol

4 to 3 hectares[

in wetland areas
in a IOO yr floodplain

areas subject to tsunamis

west to northwestn
(and<Skmaway)

visible from highway[

< 3 hectaresl

public oppositionl-l



also verified by information obtained from topographical, soil and landforn maps.

The second potential site (Site #4) shown as about 2 kilometres to the east of the

aforementioned site could not be accessed by the logglng road during the ground

survey due to the low profile of the vehicle. However, information from the maps

would imply that this site could also serve as a suitable alternative or

complementary site, and may in fact offer a much larger available waste

management area.

Appendices 'G' and 'H' describe the physical data perLaining to Sites #3 and #4,

and Tables D-4 and D-5 reflect the status of these sites relative to the site selection

criteria.

Submap #5

The Pacific Rim National Park makes up all of the coastal land within this area,

with the exception of about seven Indian Reserves. This coastline was observed to

contains some of the most beautiful beaches and natural habitat seen throughout

the entire study area. No road access is available to any location within this stretch

of the study area. Access is achieved only by foot, by boat, or by helicopter. No

potential oiled debris management sites can be proposed in this area.

A possibility exists that logging activity in the "Tree Farm Licence 27 BK 2" area

to the east of the park boundaries near Nitinat Lake, which has brought some

logging roads close to the park boundary, as evidenced by the federal topographical

maps, may offer a potential site, but all the oiled debris would have to be airlifted to

such sites and vehicle access to such a site for construction and maintenance

purposes may be poor at best to such an isolated and potentially very moist area.

Therefore, it may be just as well that any barged or airlifted oiled debris be taken to

the identified potential waste management sites outside of Bamfield since they offer

D-39
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much better vehicle access and the community has the labour ¡esource to properly

maintain the sites.

Submap #6

As in the case of Submap #5, the Pacific Rim National Park makes up the

majority of the coastal area, and likewise offers very limited access other than

logging roads from the interior. For much the same reasons as cited above no

potential oiled debris management site was selected for the coast north-west of port

San Juan. Furthermore, given the much more rugged nature of the coast along this

stretch of the park, oiled debris may not be possible to collect, such that wave energy

may have to play the dominant role in breaking down any beached oil.

Port San Juan offers a beautiful beach at its north-east end, which can be

accessed by vehicle through the Pacific Rim National Park. The community of Port

Renfrew is well accessed by FIWY #14, and noteworthy is that San Juan Point offers

a helicopter landing pad which can serve some strategic purpose during an oil spill

event. This area was searched extensively but no ideal location could be found for

an oiled debris management site. In fact the solid waste disposal site shown as

located just north of the Gordon River Indian Reserve had apparently been ordered

closed by B.C. Environment. The search during the ground survey then extended

farther east along FN\¡Y #14, but the land appeared mostly quite steep. Considerable

clear-cut logging activity has taken place south of FñIY #14 and east of provid.ence

Cove but the logging roads were either too poor to travel or they were deliberately

blocked, such that close visual examination of potential sites was not practical, and

subsequent soils information for areas of interest between Providence Cove and

Sombrio Point did not support the appropriateness of those areas given their close

proximity to the coast.
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Accessibility

[-and Tenure

I-a.nd Use

Soil Cover

TABLE D-6

POTENTIAL SIÎE #5 SELECÎION CRIÎERIA SlAlUS

Soil Cover Thickness

all-weather paved road n
vacant prov. Crown land[

Surfìcial Gradient

Distance Considerations from:
surface waters

wellS (upstream)
wells (downstream)
nearest settlement

nearest dwelling
Iand subject to slope failure

Holocene fault

clear-cut timberland l--l

General l,ocation Considerations

all-weather gravel road [--l

Prevailing Wind Considerations:
(location w.r.t. nearest settlement
under summer prevailing winds)

leased prov. Crown landn

clay
silty clay

glacial till

regrown clear-cut timberlandn

IO to 5 metresl-l

Available Working Area

Public Visibility

O to 2 o/of-1

> 5OO metres
> 5 kilometres
> 5OO metres

> 3 kilometres
> 25O metres
> IOO metres
> IOO metres

Public Acceptability

MARGINAL

privately ownedn
federal Crown landl--l

sandy clay
loam

silt

logging roadfl

5 to 2 metresl--l

uncut timberlandl_l
agricultural landl I

east to southeastlFl

5OO to 4OO metres
5 to 4 kilometres

5OO to 4OO metres
3 to 2 kilometres

25O to 2OO metres
l0O metres
IOO metres

2 to 9 o/olï-l

> 5 hectaresEl

sandy
loamy

gravelly

T]NACCEPTÁBLE

secludedfl

residential land
ecological reserves

wildlife sanctuaries
wildlile management areas

designated parks
historical sites

loam[_l
sand| I

loamlx I

lndian Reservesl--l
under land claiml I

2 to I metresfFl

no accessl-l

40O to 3O0 metres
4 to 3 kilometres

4OO to 30O metres
2 to I kilometres

2OO to l5O metres

9 to 20 o/ol-l

northeastl---l
southl I

5 to 4 hectraresn

public endorsementl-l

sandl--l
gravell I

bedrockl-l

< I metresl-l
bedrockl I

north
southwest

west to northwest
(and>Skmaway)

< 3OO metres
< 3 kilometres
< 3OO metres

< I kilometres
< l5O metres
< IOO metres
< IOO metres

> 2O o/ol

4 to 3 hectaresn

in wetland areas
in a IOO yr floodplain

areas subject to tsunamis

west to northwestn
(and<Skmaway)

visible from highway[

< 3 hectaresl-l

public oppositionl-l



The potential oiled debris management site (Site + 5) shown on Submap #6 was

ultimately selected on the basis of information derived from topographical maps,

and soils and landforrn maps, but was not physically investigated at the time of the

ground survey because the search was focused to the south of FNVY #14. The site was

selected for its relative shallow slope, soil matrix, reasonably distanced between

Port San Juan and Sombrio Beach, and close to a highway. Unknown is whether

this location has been clear-cut yet and whether any logging road might already

exist right to the site.

Appendix 'I' describes the physical data pertaining to Site #5, and Table D-6

reflects the status of this site relative to the site selection criteria.

Submap #7

Submap #7 covers a coastal area which is spotted with beaches. Some of these

beaches, such as Sombrio Beach, Mystique Beach and China Beach in China Beach

Provincial Park, are accessible but only by foot paths from the highway. Only at the

community of River Jordan is the coastal beach fully accessible by vehicle.

Therefore, any oiled debris requiring removal would have to be removed by barge

(assuming marine landing is possible) or airlifted out by helicopter to a barge, to a

truck on the highway or directly to an available waste management site.

One potential site located almost half way between River Jordan and Sombrio

Point, was investigated on the south side of HWY #14 at what the federal

topographical maps call a former correctional camp. This site is accessibie by a

short road off the main highway, and yet is well obscured from view off the

highway. The attraction of the site is that it is quite flat with an exposed cleared

area which is situated about 90 metres above sea level and separated from the sea by

a belt of timber. The surficial soil conditions, however, are not ideal in that they

are a sandy gravel, although soils maps indicate that the surficial soil is underlain
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Accessibility

l-and Tenure

CATEGORY

Land Use

Soil Cover

TABLE D-7

POTENTIAL SITE #6 SELECTION CRITERIA STATUS

Soil Cover Thickness

all-weather paved road l-l
vacant prov. Crown land!

Surlìcial Gradient

PRÞFE

Distànce Considerations from:
surface waters

wells (upstream)
wells (downstream)
nearest settlement

nearest dwelling
land subject to slope failure

Holocene fault

clea¡-cut timberland El

General l,ocation Considerations

aÌl-weather gravel roadl-l

Prevailing Wind Considerations:
(location w.r.t. nearest settlemenl
under summer prevailing winds)

leased prov. Crown land[

clavl--l
silty clayl I

glacial tilll--l

regrown clear-cu t timberland l--l

ACCEPîABLE

lO to 5 metresn

Available Working Area

Public Visibility

O to 2 o/oV

> 5OO metres
> 5 kilometres

> 5O0 metres
> 3 kilometres
2 250 metres
> 100 metres
> IOO metes

Public Acceptability

MARGIN.AI

privately ownedn
federal Crown landl--l

sa¡dy clay
loam

silt

logging roadlXl

5 to 2 metresn

uncut timberlandl_l
agricultural landl I

east to southeastn

5OO to 40O metres
5 to 4 kilometres

5@ to 4OO metres
3 to 2 kilometres

25O to 2OO metres
IOO metres
l@ metres

2 to 9o/oV

> 5 hectareslFl

sandy
loamy

gravelly

T'NACCEPTABLE

secludedI

residential land
ecological reserves

wildlife sanctuaries
wildlife management areas

designated parks
historical sites

Indian Reservesl_l
under land claiml I

loam
sand
loam

2 to I metreslXl

no accessI

4OO to 3OO metres
4 to 3 kilometres

4OO to 300 metres
2 to I kilometres

2OO to l5O metres

9 to 20 o/olFl

northeastf--l
southl I

5 to 4 hectra¡esl-l

pubiic endorsementf]

sandl--l
gravell 

I

bedrockl-l

< I metresl-l
bedrockl I

north
southwest

west to northwest
(and>Skmaway)

< 3OO metres
< 3 kilometres
< 3OO metres

< I kilometres
< l5O metres
< IOO metres
< IOO metres

> 20 o/of-1

4 to 3 hectaresl-l

in wetland areas
in a IOO yr floodplain

areas subject to tsunamis

west to northwestl-l
(and<Skmaway)

visible from highwayn

< 3 hectaresl-l

public oppositionn



with moraine deposits. Also, the area is limited in size compared to other selected

potential sites, but it may serve some strategical purpose for equipment storage in

view of the long coasth.ne between River Jordan and Port Renfrew. Reportedly,

however, the provincial Department of Highways has applied for the site.

Since the majority of the exposed beach area in this region is at River Jordan, it

would make strategic sense to locate an oiled debris waste management site near

River Jordan. Such a site (Site 6) was found about 2 kilometres north of River

Jordan. This site is located between Jordan River and a logging road which ends at a

quarry. This site has been clear-cut, is sloped to the south-west, and is separated

from the Jordan River by a high ridge.

Appendix 'J' describes the physical data pertaining to Site #6, and Table D-7

reflects the status of this site relative to the site selection criteria.

Submao #8

Submap #B includes the entire coastal area between River Jordan and Sooke and

identifies three potential oiled debris management sites. This coastal area is

featured by the popular French Beach Provincial Park, with the coastline along

Orveas Bay and Sooke Bay marked with numerous residential or cabin sites,

increasing in density towards Sooke. French Beach is directly accessible by

vehicles for beach clean-up purposes. The onty other suitable vehicle access to the

beach is at the mouth of Muir Creek. On the west side of the mouth of Muir Creek is a

trailer campsite, but on the east side is the site of a former logging transfer station,

reportedly owned by the CPR. No other direct public vehicle access to the shores

could be found between Muir Creek and Sooke Bay, atthough municipal maps

showed the locations of numerous road allowances between the highway and the

shoreline which obviously were never developed.
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Accessibility

L-a¡d Tenure

Land Use

RY

Soil Cover

TABLE D-8

POÎENTIAL SITE #7 SELECTION CRIÎERIA SÎATUS

Soil Cover Thickness

all-weather paved roadl-l

vacant prov. Crown landl-l

Surfìcial Gradient

Distance Considerations from:
surface watcrs

wells (upstream)
wells (downstream)
nearest settlement

nearest dwelling
land subject to slope failure

Holocene fault

clear-cut timberlandn

General l,ocation Considerations

all-weather gravel road[--l

Prevaìling Wind Considerations:
(location',v.r.t. nearest settlement
under summer prevailing winds)

leased prov. Crown land[

clayl--ì
siltv clavl I

glacial tilll I

regrown clear-cut timberland n

lO to 5 metresl-l

Available Working Area

Public Visibility

O to2o/oV

) 5OO metres
5 kilometres

> 5OO metres
3 kilometres

> 25O metres
> IOO metres
> IOO metres

Public Acceptability

MARGINAL

privateþ ownedl--l
federal Crown landl_l

logging roadlX I

5 to 2 metresn

uncut timberlandl-l
agricultural landl I

east to southeastf--l

5OO to 4OO metres
5 to 4 kilometres

5OO to 4OO metres
3 to 2 kilometres

25O to 2OO metres
IOO metres
10O metres

2 to 9o/oÑ

> 5 hectareslFl

sandy
loamy

gravelly

TINACCEPTABLE

secludedI

lndian Reservesl-...l
under land claiml I

2 to I metreslFl

no accessn

wildlife

residential landl-l
ecological reservesl I

wildlife sanctuariesl 
I

management areasl I

designated parksf-l
historical sites[-l

4OO to 3OO metres
4 to 3 kilometres

40O to 3OO metres
2 to I kilometres

20O to l5O metres

9 to 20 o/on

northeastlFl
southl_l

5 to 4 hectraresn

public endorsementf]

sandl--l
gravell I

bcdrockl I

< I metresl-l
bedrockl I

north
southwest

west to northwest
(and>5kmaway)

< 3OO metres
< 3 kilometres
< 3OO metres

< I kilometres
< l5O metres
< l@ metres
< 1@ metres

> 20 o/oV

4 to 3 hectaresn

in wetland areas
in a IOO yr floodplain

areas subject to tsunamis

west to northwestl-l
[and<Skmaway)

visible from highwayf]

< 3 hectaresl-l

public oppositionl-l



Accessibility

l,and Tenure

L^and Use

Soil Cover

T^ABLE D-9

POTENTIAL SITE #8 SELECTION CRITER.IA STATUS

Soil Cover Thickness

all-weather paved road f--l

vacant prov. Crown landn

Surlìcial Gradient

Distance Considerations from:
surface waters

wells (upstream)
weÌls (downstream)
nearest settlement

nearest dwelling
land subject to slope failure

Holocene fault

clea¡-cut timberlandI

General l¡cation Considerations

all-weather gravel road n

Prevailing Wind Considerations:
(location w.r.t. nearest settlement
under summer prevailing winds)

leased prov. Crown landl-l

clavl--l
silty clayl I

glacial tilll--l

regrown clear-cut timberland n

ACCEPTABLE

lO to 5 metresn

Available Working Area

Public Visibility

O ro 2 o/of]

> 5O0 metres
> 5 kilometres
> 5OO met¡es

> 3 kilometres
> 25O metes
> IOO metres
> lO0 metres

Public Acceptability

MARGINAL

privately ownedl--l
lederal Crown landl--l

sandy clay
loam

silt

logging roadlFl

5 to 2 metresl--l

uncut timberlandl---l
agricultural landl I

east to southeastn

5OO to 4OO metres
5 to 4 kilometres

5OO to 4OO metres
3 to 2 kilometres

25O to 2OO metres
l0O metres
IOO metres

2 to 9 o/olFl

> 5 hectareslXl

sandy
loamy

gravelly

secludedfl

residential land
ecological reserves

wildlile sanctuaries
wildlile management areas

designated parks
historical sites

Indian Reservesf_l
under land claiml I

2 to I metreslX-l

no accessl-l
ÁBLE

4O0 to 3OO metres
4 to 3 kilometres

4OO to 3OO metres
2 to I kilometres

2OO to I5O metres

9 to 20o/oV

northeastl---l
southl I

5 to 4 hectraresl-l

public endorsementl--l

sandl--l
gravell--l

bcdrockl I

< I metresl-l
bedrockl I

north
southwest

west to northwest
(and>Skmaway)

< 3OO metres
< 3 kilometres
< 3OO metres

< I kilometres
< l5O melres
< IOO metres
< IOO metres

> 20 o/of-f

4 to 3 hectaresn

in wetland areas
in a IOO yr floodplain

areas subject to tsunamis

west to northwestl-l
(and<5kmaway)

visible from highwayI

< 3 hectaresl-l

public oppositionl-l



Accessibility

I-and Tenure

t-and Use

Soil Cover

TABLE D-IO

POTENÎIAL SITE #9 SELECTION CRIÎERIA STA.TUS

Soil Cover Thickness

all-weather paved road n
vacant prov. Crown landf]

Surlìcial Gradient

PREFERABLE

Distance Considerations from:
surface waters

wells (upstream)
weils (downstream)
nearest settlement

nearest dwellinp
land subject to slope failure

Holocene fault

clear-cut timberlandn

General l,ocation Considerations

a.ll-weather gravel road l--l

Prevailing Wind Considerations:
(location w.r.t. nearest settlement
under summer prevailing winds)

leased prov. Crown landl-l

clavl_l
sillv clavl I

glacial tilll I

regrown clear-cut timberlandI

CEPTABLE

tO to 5 metresn

Available Working Area

Public Visibility

O to 2 o/oV

2 5OO metres
2 5 kilometres
> 5OO metres

> 3 kilometres
> 25O metres
> IOO metres
> l0O metres

Public Acceptability

privately owned[--l
federal Crown landl--l

sandy clay
loam

silt

logging road@

5 to 2 metresn

uncut timberlandf_l
agricultural landl I

east to southeastn

5OO to 4OO metres
5 to 4 kilometres

5OO to 4OO metres
3 to 2 kilometres

25O to 2OO metres
IOO metres
IOO metres

2 to 9o/oE

> 5 hectareslXl

sandy loam
loamy sand

gravelly loam

I'NACCEPTABLE

secludedfl

lndian Reservesl--l
under land claiml I

2 to I metreslFl

no accessn

wildlife

residential landf
ecological reservesl I

wildlifesanctuariesl 
I

management areasl I

designated parksl-l
historical sitesl-l

4OO to 3OO metres
4 to 3 kilometres

4OO to 3OO metres
2 to I kilometres

2OO to I5O metres

9 to 20 o/ol-l

northeastf-l
southl I

5 to 4 hectraresn

public endorsementl--l

sandl_l
gravell 

I

bedrockl I

< I metresl---l
bedrockl I

north
southwest

west to northwest
(and>Skmaway)

< 3OO metres
< 3 kilometres
< 3OO metres

< I kilometres
< l5O metres
< IOO metres
< IOO metres

> 20 o/of-1

4 to 3 hectaresl-l

in wetland areas
in a I0O yr floodplain

areas subject to tsunamis

west to northwestl-l
(and<Skmaway)

visible from highwayf]

< 3 hectaresn

public oppositionñ



The potential oiled debris management site (Site +Z) shown about 2 kilometres

east of River Jordan can serve to complement the site selected north of River Jordan

or to sewe as an alternative location to this site. The site is accessible by a logging

road off HWY #14 and is an active clear-cut area, separated from view off the

highway by a wide belt of regrown timber. Stumps and waste timber proliferate the

site, and the site is sloped towards the highway with no apparent streams

intersecting the site.

Two other potential sites ( Sites #8 and #9) are shown to be located east and west

of Muir Creek. Neither of these sites could be physicalty inspected because the

access route was locked to vehicle traffic. An attempt was made to walk in along the

logging roads towards both sites but the distance was significant and the initial

survey was disapnointing due to the abundance of very sandy surficial deposits.

However, upon review of soils maps which were obtained at a latter date, it was

revealed that clayey soils with fairly flat topography are available farther inland at

the indicated sites. It is uncertain whether the indicated sites have formerly been

clear-cut, but the evidence presented by the foot survey toward.s these sites, and the

network of logging roads and trails available in this region, would raise the

probability that the selected sites have been disturbed in the past through logging

activities.

Appendices 'K' , 'L' and 'M' describe the physical data pertaining to Sites #7, #8

and #9, and Tables D-8, D-9 and D-10 reflect the status of these sites relative to the

site selection criteria.

D.5.2 Discussion

The objective of identifying potential oiled debris management sites has been

achieved through the identification of nine potential sites throughout the study area. The

sites have been distributed as much as possible, although in at least three locations, two
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sites have been identified relatively close to each other so as to offer a choice between the

two or to provide a second complementary site. Figure D-1O depicts the strategic coastal

areas which could be served if at least six of the nine potential sites were selected. The only

area of concern for which a readily accessible emergency waste management site could not

be identified is that stretch along the West Coast Trail between Port Renfrew and Bamfield.

Generally, the objective has been achieved, with alt the sites supported by available data

relative to the developed site selection criteria.
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8.1

Section E

CONCLUSIONS AT\ID RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

The current absence of approved predesignated oiled debris management sites poses

a logistical gap in B.C.'s oil spill response strategr for Juan de Fuca Strait as was

demonstrated by the waste management problems which emerged during the

Nestucca oil spill event.

The establishment of approved predesignated temporary oiled debris management

sites within the study area has been recommended in four recent investigative

reports prepared in response to oil spill incidents on the west coast.

The public opinion is that any predesignated oiled debris management sites should

be used only as temporary waste management sites, that is, not be used to

permanently dispose of the oiled debris.

Native groups want to play an active role in the establishment and operation of

oiled debris management sites.

The environmental setting of the study area, with its abundant streams and

estuaries, steep slopes, limited access, and extensive parks and Indian reserves

offers a very limited choice of suitable potential oiled debris management sites.

The high amounts of precipitation characteristic to the study area would preclude

the use of landfilling of oiled debris as a practical and environmentally acceptable

waste management option. Landfilling of oiled debris, where alternatives are

available, is also not supported by the Canadian Public Review panel.

On the basis of preliminary investigations and site selection criteria, nine potential

oiled debris management sites for the temporary storage and treatment of oiled

debris are identified .

l)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)
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8) Oiled debris management sites in themselves will not constitute a solution to the

problems posed by oiled debris, but rather will serve as a part of the solution

provided that an overall infrastructure is made available for the treatment and

ultimate disposal of the oiled debris.

8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

1) To minimize the environmental damage to marine life, and the adverse impact on

livelihoods, tourism and property value along coastlines affected by oil spills, a

minimum of six strategically placed oiled debris management sites should be

selected and established along the coast of the study area, even if the most ideal site

conditions cannot be found.

2) The selected oiled debris management sites should have a minimum available

working area of about three hectares.

3) More detailed mapping and site specific environmental impact assessments on the

selected potential oiled debris management sites should be carried out.

4) Selected oiled debris management sites should be screened through a public

participation process consisting of information meetings, or public hearings, in

order to confirm their acceptability before they are formally approved and

designated for this purpose.

5) Where applicable, local native bands should be involved in the establishment and

operatÍon of oiled debris management sites.

6) Covered bulk containers or equivalent containment options should be used to store

the oiled debris at the waste management sites.

7) The specific role and functional purpose of predesignated oiled debris waste

management sites, within the infrastructure of B.C.'s Marine Oil Spill Contingency
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Plan, should be clearly spelled out with emphasis placed on how the stored oiled

debris would be further handled, treated and/or disposed.
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Section F

EPILOGI]E

The scope of this study focused primarily on the subject matter of oiled debris

management sÍtes which, when placed into perspective relative to marine oil spill response

measures, constitute only a part of the overall problems which need to be addressed by the

B.C. Ministry of Environment in arriving at a comprehensive Marine Oil Spill

Contingency Plan. Therefore, to complete the response strategy, such a contingency plan

needs to define the intended role of the temporary oiled debris management sites, and to

lend credence to the term "temporary" by outlining the intended strategy for treating and

ultimately disposing of the oiled debris.

The recommendations presented in this report have been made upon the

assumption that the B.C. Ministry of Environment is committed to the implementation of

the recommendations of the States/B.C. Oil Spill Task Force and other Task Force reports

regarding the establishment of oiled debris management sites. The possibility of other

alternative solutions to oiled debris rnanagement sites was not examined.

Future work which needs to be carried out by the B.C. Ministry of Environment with

respect to oiled debris management sites should focus on examining: the practicality of

operating these sites; how the oiled debris will be transported from the beaches; how many

covered containers will be required; how long the oiled debris wilt be stored; how the oiled

debris will be treated; and where the oiled debris will ultimately be disposed. As well, the

optimum number of sites will have to be established and site specific environmental

assessments will have to be undertaken on each candidate site.
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Sectíon H

APPENDD( 'A'

LIST OF REFERENCED COASIAL B&W AERIAL PHOTOS

Study Area Code Numbers
sooke - Port Renfrew BC Boo83 æ-62 / 153-Ib9/ 162-ræ/ rr2-rrs/

L75-178
225-226 / 228-230 / 23r -236 / 24r-243

BC B4O3I IL7-T23
B,CB4¡,29 T22-T29

Port Renfrew - Bamfietd BC72ß8 r68-t7t/ r74/ L76/ 288-289/ 2g7-2gg
BC72ßg 2-3/ 7-r7/ 43_48/ 50_52/ 9r_92
BC 7261 68-70/ 73-76

Bamfield - Port Alberni BC 8rO7B 186-199

Port Alberni - Ucluelet BC 8tOT4 BS-8b/ 213-226

ucluelet - Tofino B,CT23B 54-55/ 69-T0/ r4s-r46/ 196-t9z
8C81073 rr4-r2o-
BC 8rO74 63-7r/ 2O3/ 223_227/ 23r_24O/ 248_249
BC 81075 26-34/ 40-50
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APPENtrDD( B'

LIST OF REFERENCED MAPS

Maps Obtained from Maps B.C. in Victoria

-Biogeoclimatic Units of the Vancouver Forest Region (f :500 0OO)

-British Columbia Relief Map (t:2 OOO OOO)

-Coastal Marine Parks of British Columbia (t:B0O OOO)

-Provincial Parks of Vancouver Island (1:800 OOO)

-Soils & I^andform Maps (i: 50 OOO) :

-Topographical Maps (I:125 OOO) :

Maps Obtained from Geological Surve]¡ of Canada in Vancouver

-Geology of Vancouver Island (East Halfl, O.F. 463

-Geology of Nitinat lake Map Area, O.F. 821 (I:125 OOO)

-Topographical Maps (t: 5O 000) :

Identification
Sooke 92B/5
River Jordan 92C/8
San Juart 92C/9
Carmanah Creek 92C/IO
Pachena Point 92C/IL
Ucluelet 92C/13
Barkley Sound 92C/L4
Effingham River 92F/3
Tofino 92F/4

Identification
Nitinat Lake 92CINE
KennedyLake 92FIS\M
Victoria 928/NW

Identification
Sooke
River Jordan
Port Renfrew
Carmanah Creek
Pachena Point
Ucluelet
Barkley Sound
Little Nitinat River

928/5
92C/8
92C/9
92C/rO
92C/rL
92C/13
92C/t4
92C/15
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APPENDIX'B' (Continued)

-Topographical Maps (1: 50 OOO) : Identification
Alberni Inlet 92F/2
Effingham River 92F/3
Tofino 92F/4

Maps Obtained from Parks Canada

- Guide to Forest Land of Southern Vancouver Island ( I : I75 OOO)

-Pacific Rim National Park - West Coast Trail (t:5O OOO)

-Pacfic Rim National Park - Long Beach Unit

Maps Obtained from the Capital Regional District

- 3 Subdivision and Zorrìng Maps covering Sooke to China Beach.

Maps Obtained from MacMillan Bloedel Limited

- T.F.L . 44 East Map - Recreation arrd Log¡1ing Road Guide (t:I25 OOO)

- T.F.L. 44 West Map - Recreation and Logging Road Guide (I:125 OOO)
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APPEI\IDD( 'C'

REFERENCED ENVIRONMENT CANADA WEATHER DI(TA

COUKfESY
OF

THE VICTORI-A ENVIRONMENT CANADA
WEATHER OFFICE
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APPENDD( 'D'

AVAIL.A,BLE WELL LOG DATA

COURTESY
OF

MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT
WATER MANAGEMENT BRANCH

GROUNDWATER SECTION
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NE 13.7 14.9 12.1 lO.1 9.4 to./r 8.4 A.2 tO.7 10.6 13.1 12.7 112 NE
ENE rr.9 12.0 23.1 24.5 7.9 9.3 rO.5 0.0 7.7 9.5 13.6 8.9 11.6 EHÊ
E t,1.6 12, I 13. I 13_4 8.4 8.1 7.9 LO to-s 10. I t2.3 1Z.A I LO E
ESË r5.1 8,3 6.6 9.t 5.0 6.0 3.0 6.0 9.4 t3.6 0.0 9.3 7.6 ESE
sE 23.7 9.8 6.,t 10.8 12.0 7.3 5.9 7.9 6.9 12.1 7.9 8.9 1o.O SE
ssE o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 2.0. o.o 0.0 0.0 .1o.0 0.0 1.3 ssE
s r0.o 6,6 5.o 6.3 6.8 8.0 7.1 6.6 7,O 4,6 15.6 7.A 7.7 S
ssw 0.0 0.0 o.0 6.0 5.0 8.0 9.7 22.O 4.6 o.O LO O.O 5.3 SSW
sw r9.3 17.3 12.7 10.8 tt.g rt.6 t0.2 9.3 8.7 12.6 16.0 24.1 t3.t SW
wsw 21.1 17.1 10.8 8.3 13.4 9.3 12.7 to.l 4.3 r3.3 o.O 36.0 13.1 WSU'
w 20.1 t8.4 18.9 16.9 17.2 17.7 t7,6 f5.5 r3.2 14.7 18.8 2t.t .t7.5 w
wHw 21.2 25.1 16.I 12.1 9.0 t4.O 9.7 9.0 5.3 16.0 3.0 tO.3 12.6 WHW
NW 16.0 13.5 9.6 12.9 t0.6 9.3 12.3 9.3 tO.6 12.0 14.2 11.4 1t.8 NW
NNW O.O 5.0 3.0 9.5 0.0 0.0 o.o o.o 0.0 13.0 0.o o.o 2.5 NNW
Àll Di.cclion¡ Toulor d¡tôcliono

11.2 9.5 10.5 r0.5 9.7 I 1.3 t0.1 I 4 5.4 5.8 8.9 10.5 9.3

l¡.x¡mum Hourly Spôod Vitã..o horrirs mrrimâlo
64 74 111 71 74 74 65 65 59 60 74 lO2 .nl
wwwwvJwwwwwwww

M.¡¡mum Gual Sp.ôd V¡tor.o mrxiñrlô dci,!lrt..
M6¿MMMMMhtMl!,]M¡,t6r
M NE M M M Àt M t,i M M ÈI À{ III

Hatghl ol anomom6lc¡ 10.0 m hâulour do l'!n€moñélra

STATION INFORMATIOH DONNEES ÂELAÍIVES A LA STAIION
pÕcr bt¡l besl avai¡ablc 5rle ãl lnts locatroñ Statron rs L erOos;lron est asse: mãu!c:sê mail r¡ s e?j: ou neitteu,
localeó oô lhe SE end ol Vancouver lstand on a po¡ôt emptacemgnt clrsgcnstb¡e dar,s ceile rqj.!,rn L¿ sÌAIrcrì
ol land on lhe Nortn s¡de ol Sooke karbour. Srte ls s9 lrouve a I extremrte sud.est de I ite de vri4cou,er sur
Suarounde(t oô all srdes by â deñse loresl of trees to une pornte de terre du còle ño¡d de So.r;(e HãrDcur
25 m hrgh lhe clcafung rs 90 ¡ 800 m ¡ñ sr¡e wrln lhe L emplacement esr entgure oe toules pails par une torét
thrckest gart ol lhe lo¡est tn the soulh lo wesl quad eparsc composêe d arb¡es de ZS ñ ¿e haul. La clarflre
block'ñg lhe prelarftng wrnds lrom Juan de Fuca mesu¡e 90 ¡ 8OO m: la lorét la ptus eDasrsse se trouveSlrarl Oans te sud.ooesl et btoque tes vents domrnants du

delro¡l de Juan de Fuce

WILLI^MS LAKE A B.C. pERtoD 1s61-Bo pERroDE

Lat. 52'11'N Long. 122'04,W Elevation g40 m Atlitude
JÁII FEg I¡AR APÂ I,IAY JUH JUL AI',G SEP OCT HOV DEC YEARJAHV FEV I¡ARS AVB UAI JUIH JU( ÁOUT SEPT OCI NOV OEC ANNUEI.

PERCENTAGE FFEOUÊNCY

N 5.d 4.0
NNE 0.9 0.9
NE 04 04
ENE 0.2 0.4
E O.7 0.6
ESE 1.9 3.2
sE 21.2 24.3
ssE 16.8 16.0
s 4.9 5.4
ssw 1.1 1.1

sw 1.1 't.5

wsw r.o 1.4

w 1.8 2.O

wHw 2.1 2.1

NW 6.9 5.4
NNW 8.6 6.3
Crlm 25.0 25.O

N 9.5 10.8

NNE 7.4 8.9
NE 6.6 7.1

ENE 6.?. 7.9
E 9.1 8.8
ÈsE 10.6 1t.6
sE 16.2 17.3
ssE t5.8 17.2

I 1 t.5 t4.5
asw 8.3 8.7
sw 6.5 7.A

wsw 7.4 8.6
w 9.6 11.7

wl{w 1t.7 13.6
NW r4.O 13.3
NNW 11.7 12.2

^ll 
D¡racl¡ont

10.1 1 1.1

3.9 5.7 6.9 6.9 8.3 7.8 5.0 2.7
t.0 1.5 2.1 2.3 2.8 2.3 .t.6 0.7
0.4 0.9 1.3 1.7 1.7 1.7 0.9 0.5
0.5 0.9 1.2 1.4 1.5 r.5 0.9 0.5
t.3 1.7 2.9 2.1 2.5 2.3 r.9 1.5
3.7 3.8 3.3 3.0 3.3 3.4 ,l.O 3.8

20.8 't6.8 I1.4 9.5 8.9 1o.O t7.2 28 5
14.5 11.f 8.t 6.4 5.5 5.9 tO.4 19 4
6.2 5.6 5.5 4.8 4.6 3.9 4.4 4.9
1.6 2.2 3.0 2.6 2.6 2.3 .t.7 r.3
1.9 2.9 3.4 3.6 3.3 2.6 1.9 14
2.O 3.0 3.5 3.6 3.2 2.9 t.8 .1.4

3.0 4.6 5.1 5.6 4 6 1.2 2.8 2.3
3.1 3.5 4.2 4.4 3.1 3.2 2A 1.9
7.A 8,3 8.3 8.8 6.5 6.3 6.9 4 o
6.5 7.8 8. t L t 9.5 8.8 7.6 4.2

21.8 f9.t 22.O 21.2 28.1 30.9 28.2 21.0

MEAI¡ WINO SPÊED IN XILOMETFES PER HOUR
VITESSE MOYENHE DES VENTS EN KILOHÈTRES PAR HEURE

l't.8 r1.9 lt.9 12.0 11.2 10.8 1o.O 10.8 10.0 rl.0 1,t.0 N
9 4 10.9 11-2 9.7 10. t 8.9 8.9 8.3 7.4 I 4 I I NNE
8.3 10.4 10.2 9.5 9. t 8.6 7-2 6.9 6.1 6 5 8.0 NE
8.2 8.4 10.5 8.8 9.4 Ll 7.4 7.6 7.2 65 80 EHE
9.r fo.g t0.6 9.3 9.8 0.8 Lt 8.4 8.4 I 6 9.2 E

12.1 13.5 13.3 11.2 tl.5 .to.2 11.3 t0.8 1t.{ t?o 1.t.6 EsE
17.8 16.6 15.,1 13.8 12.8 1Z.O r3.J 15.9 16.6 1g, t 15.5 SE
17.3 t6.1 15.9 13.4 13.r 11.9 1,r.3 f7.3 17.7 17.5 15.6 SSE
15.0 12.9 13.5 1 1.0 lo.5 9.6 10.8 1 1.1 12.1 13.4 12.2 S
10.1 11.9 1t.8 10.1 9.8 8.1 8.5 9.3 A.2 8.5 g.4 SSW
9.7 11.0 10.t 9.2 9.1 8.4 7.6 8.O 7.5 6I 8.5 sW
9.3 f 0.4 10.¡l Ð.? 9.¡t g.B A.S B.g g.A t.2 8.9 WSw

10.9 1t_7 1 1.0 1 1.3 10_O 9.6 10.1 r t.0 10.7 r0.3 10.7 W
13.6 13.4 12. t 12.3 to.g ro.3 1t.5 11.8 12.5 l2.O 12.1 WNW
15.5 15.0 t4.t 13.5 1 1.4 12.4 13.3 13.6 13.8 t3 4 13.6 Nvf
14.5 13.5 !3.3 13. t l2.O 12.5 12.1 12.9 13.I .t 1.8 12.8 NHW

loulo¡ ditôcl¡on!
1 1.8 1 r.3 10.2 9.1 8.0 7.1 I 5 1 1.3 1 1.9 I 1.9 1C.2

. FREOUENCE EH tI
34 4.2 54 H
07 0.5 l4 NNE
0.3 0.4 0.9 NE
0.3 0.3 0.8 ENE
0.8 06 1.5 E

3 4 2.3 3.3 ESE
30 0 27.O t8.8 SE
19.1 18.9 12.7 SSE
5.0 52 5.0 S

1.2 1.0 1.8 ssw
1.1 0.9 2.1 SW
0.9 0.8 2.t wsw
1.7 1.6 3.3 W.
1.8 2.0 2.9 WNW
4.7 5.7 66 NW
5.5 6.4 74 NHW

2O.l 22.2 24.0 C.lme

Msx¡mum Hourly Spood
60 72

SSE SE
Mô¡iñuñ cull SpeGd

90 90
e= cÉ

Hoight ol ônsmomôler lO.1 m hrutcu, do i.rnêmomðl¡6

SIATIOH INFORMAIION ÐoI¡NEEs RELÀTIVES Á LÂ STATIoH
The súr¡)Jnorno ccunt'\ rs lì¡llv wrlh ar'ácrl located L¡ r.å1,J" ?¡ç .¡iiaii. a.qt a¿cr¡frin{. ;,ì, r.,f,i,r; sac;ìllleit¡(rlor'ôcllñrh¡Ia lhewrnc,sareunaltÈctÉd lrlrvf :.: :rn..-.i: ..r,: a(t,.ii _t .y.:,..,..1,:iì case!cec! sonì? rocar ollta¡ aause(l Òy clense stånds ol arlec:¡ì 3. r, Cî.a_. . j( a¡t+ oijr c ( aårs Þ(rr,c,¡e!s oe trslall lrees Suraoundrñe lhe.atroorl hauls ¡-O,es e..r\i¡.¡r.t I ae,Opirt

V¡le¡¡o hotãiro mÈ¡¡mrlo
72 61 56 56 56 61 53 55 64 6ð 72SE ESÊ SVL NW SE SSE SÊ SVL SVL S¿ SE

V¡to¡¡o morrhrl€ do¡ rblrlat
92 e1 74 83 9; 1¿ 8¿ 1oO 93 8S tooSE SSw S W \./NW W S: U,/Nyi SSE Sf \!È,1\i,



TERRACE A B.C. pEFìoD 1s55-¿0 pERroDE

l-.?1. 54'28 1.1 Long. 12S-35 W Ele'/at¡on 211 rrì Attrlude

PERCENÍAGÊ FREOUENCY FRÉOUENCE EN %

H 33.8 26.5 t7_A r08 85 49 a.7 ¡3 t2.8 13.3 2,1 4 265 159 N
NHE r5.4 lO. l 6.5 {.0 3.0 t.7 tì 2.7 6. I 65 9.9 \25 6.7 NNE
NE 2.9 2.7 2.6 1.9 1.3 0.7 0.8 I 0 I I 2.3 2.t 3 6 ?.0 NÊ
EN€ 1.1 1.3 1.2 r.l 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.r 0.8 ENE
E 1.1 t.6 1.9 t.6 1.3 0.9 0.9 10 1.4 1.9 2.O 2.O 15 E
ESE 0.8 12 1.8 1.8 1.7 t.5 1.5 1.5 1.6 2.2 f .9 1.5 I 6 ESE
sE 2.2 3.2 5.1 6.1 6.1 6.3 5.0 5.0 4.8 5.6 4.1 3.2 ó; SE
ssE 4 2 6.7 8.4 14.1 14.9 15.7 .14.1 14.2 10 6 lO.9 6.0 .1.9 lo.{ ssE
s 9.5 13.5 t6.6 21.8 23.2 26.7 26.7 25.6 18.3 18.5 13.1 .t1.0 18.7 S
ssw 2.6 3.r 3.6 4.5 4.6 5.3 5.6 5.7 4.9 5.5 3.9 3.4 4.4 SSW
sw 1.4 t.6 1.9 3.0 3.3 3 6 3_4 2.8 2.6 2-4 1.7 t.8 2.4 SW
ws" o.7 0.8 r.5 2.9 3.4 3.4 2.9 2.4 t.8 t.7 0.9 0.9 r.9 wsw
w 0.8 0.9 2.3 3.6 5.2 6.3 6.5 5.0 3.2 2.2 1.1 r.O 3.2 W
wNw 0.3 0.5 1.2 1.5 2.0 2.7 3.0 2.6 t.6 f .O 0.5 0.5 t.4 WNW
NW L r 1.4 2.O 2.6 2.8 3.1 3.0 2.3 2.5 1.4 1.5 r..t 2.1 NW
NNW 3.8 3.4 3.5 2.6 2.A 2.2 2.2 2.5 2.A 2.5 3.7 2.4 2.9 NNW
Calm 18.3 21.5 22.5 16.7 f5.3 14.6 17.6 18.0 22.5 21.2 Zl.S 22.6 19.4 Cåtño

ITE,AH WIND SPEED IN XILOMETRES PEF 1IOUR

VITESSE MOYEHNE OES VENIS EN KILOMEIRES PAN HEURE
N 26.4 23.6 17.7 15.4 11.2 13.0 12.1 t3.4 15.2 17.7 21.4 24.3 17I N
NNE 25.2 20.5 16.5 14.6 f3.t 12.t ll.9 t25 13.8 f6.3 20.4 215 16.5 NNE
NE 16.0 13.6 13.7 lt.8 9.9 8.4 Ll 8.3 9.7 t1.1 10.9 13.1 tt3 NE
ENE 13. I t't.z 10.6 10.8 8.5 8.6 7.0 7.5 7.7 8.ô 9.6 lO.4 9.5 ÉNE
E 9.6 9.2 9.0 9.6 I I 8_ l 8.0 7.7 7.3 8.3 7 .6 f .9 8.4 E
ESÊ 9.5 9.7 1r.8 12.0 13.2 12.1 11.4 ll.8 9.6 9.4 9.9 lO.O lO.9 ESE
sE r4.3 16 2 16.7 17.4 17.5 17.9 17 5 16.0 14.1 14.9 13.6 15.8 16.0 SE
ssE 23.9 22.8 21 3 22.2 21.5 21.3 20.8 l9 9 19.6 2 r.8 20.2 22.A 21.5 SSE
s 22.0 23.6 20.4 20.8 20 7 20.0 19.7 19 5 19.3 21.O 21.8 21.f 20.9 S
ssw. 16.4 17 1 15.6 15.5 15 0 r5.0 15.3 15.9 15.5 16 6 17.2 17.1 16.0 SSW
sw 13.0 14.5 13.8 14.7 1d.0 13.4 12.6 11.8 t3.9 t3.1 13.t 14.3 13.5 SW
wsw r1.0 13.4 t30 14.5 162 t6.O 143 t3.O 13.1 12.6 t26 13.3 13.6 WSW
w 8.8 9.5 10.6 t2.1 12.9 13.4 l2.O I 1.2 9.5 9.2 8.4 9.2 10.6 W
wHw 8.0 7.4 I 2 10.0 rO.4 r t.0 9.6 9.4 a.2 7.9 7.6 7 9 8.9 WNW
NW r5.3 13.9 t0.6 t 1. t ro.3 9.2 8.7 LO lO.2 l0.O 12.8 10.2 to.g Nw
NNW 21.0 18.3 t4.4 12.6 12.0 lO.2 9.8 10.7 11.1 13.t .t6.8 16.r t3.B NNw

^ll 
Dirrclion. Tout€r d¡rocl¡on¡

r8.7 16.t 13.t 14.3 14.4 14.5 13.4 13.t 11.9 13.4 14.5 15.6 14.4

llr¡¡mum lloú.¡t Sp6ôd V¡lolr9 horsiro mâ¡¡malo
72 80 89 6ô 68 80 64 6t 68 68 80 8o 8-oSVL S SSE SVL S S SVL S S SVL S SSE SSE

tl!¡¡mum Gu¡t Spocd V¡tø.ro mox¡môlo do!.atalor
lr3 92 98 97 105 116 89 89 92 r13 121 121 121SE N SSE SSE SSÊ WSW SVL SSE SSE SSE SÉ SSE SVL

Hoighl oa rnmom.lor t0.l m haulour dc l'lnémomôlfc

J¡X
JAHV

FEB MAR APg I¡AY JUH JUT ÂUG SEP CCT NOV OEC YEAF
¡EV MÁRS AVñ T¡AI JUIN JiJ;L AOUT SEPT CCl NOV DEC ÄIITIUÉL

TOFINO A B.C. pERroD 1s60-80 pERroDE

Lat. .19 05 N Long. 125'a6 W Êlevation 20 m Atrrtude

JÂN tE8 MÄn ÁP9 MÄY JUN JUt- 
^UG 

SEp OCt t{OV OEC yEÂR
J¡NV FEV MÂFS ÀVR M,AI JIJIH JIJII. ÂOUI SEPT OCT HOV OEC ANHUEL

PÊRCENTAGE FREOUENCY

N l8
NNE .I 7

NE 71
ENE 9I
E fdo
ESE 50
sE ;0
ssE 3. I

s 3.3
ssw 0.9

sw 3.0
wsw 1.4

w 4.1

wNw 3.8
NW 3.3
NNW t.1
Calm 23.7

N 9.0
NNE 

'¡.7NE IO8
ENE 12 1

E t.l.rj
ESE 18.7

sÊ 246
ssE 23.6
s 20.9
ssw 18.5

sw 20.9
wsw 213
w 20.4
wNtY 19.7

NW 142
NNW 10.0

Âll O¡r6clion.

12.1

STATION I¡¡FORMATION

Silualed on a large rertge ol llat land 150 m above
Skeena Riv€r. comptelety surroundect by hrilS and
mounlarñs. Vatley to t¡1e soulh. sding rn Dougtas
Cl¡anilol. causes a lunnetl¡ne ellæl. gtvtf,e slronq
soulh wrnrts l.om SlormS rn Gull ol Alaska arìd slrong
norlh wrnds lrom Atclrc outbteaks. Wrnd rar€ly blows
lfom easl ol wesl.

¡9 51 44 3.1 t3 l.t 17 50 15 5.2 5. I 39 N
{2 J; 3.t 2.1 0.7 0.6 fo 23 3.8 .5.2 50 3r NNE
5Ì d9 3.2 2.4 0.9 0.6 08 t6 3e î.5 ;0 3.8 NE
;¡ 5ô 46 2.3 12 0.7 1.2 l8 ¡8 86 93 a7 EHE

129 110 7.8 5.0 30 2.3 2.9 4l 9.3 13.9 154 8.5 E
60 5.5 45 3.1 2.4 2.7 26 3.7 70 6.3 6.0 ó6 ESE
9.; 8.6 8.3 64 ì.4 6.9 g.B 9.6 140 8.9 76 86 SE
t7 ¿5 56 5.3 6.6 6.5 7.5 5.9 5.0 36 3.2 5.1 SSE
4 € 6.4 8.1 10.0 10.3 12.1 11.6 9.3 6.0 2.9 3.0 |.3 S
r.3 2.0 2.,t 3.2 3.1 2.9 2.5 2.6 t.3 0.9 1.0 2.o ssw
2.8 3.; 3.7 4.2 3.7 3.6 2.6 2.3 2.0 2.O 3.0 3.1 SW
r.5 2.O 2.7 3_0 3.1 .2.3 2.1 1.3 t4 1.1 l3 19 WSW
{.3 6.6 9.4 12.5 15.0 13.2 lo.t 7.o 4.9 3.6 3.3 7I W
4 9 5.8 8.4 1 t. 1 t3 3 12.8 10.2 7.t 4.7 3.8 3.8 7.5 WNW
2 9 3.9 3.7 4.9 5.9 5.7 5.3 4 6 3.4 3.2 3. I 4.2 NW
l 3 1 6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 t.O 1 3 t.2 1.4 1.5 1 .2 NNW

20.9 17.8 18.7 20.2 2t.l 25.2 28. I 30.5 23.1 22.O 21.4 22.7 Cstmo

MEAN WINO SPEED IN KILOMETRES PER HOUR
VITESSÊ MOYENNE DÉS VENfS EN KILOMETRES PAR HEURE

9.5 9 3 9 4 8 7 7.1 8.4 7.8 8.0 8.5 9.5 9.4 8.; N
r0 0 9.9 9.; 8.8 7 7 7.8 8.4 8.6 9.5 Ld 10 1 9. I NNE
rl5 t0.6 9.3 8.5 ì4 7.6 ';.7 i.9 93 107 lO5 93 NÊ
119 12.6 112 lO.0 8.6 Lt 8.4 9.2 lt7 125 127 108 ENE
14.3 t5.8 13.7 12.O I 1.2 9.3 9.5 ! 1. I rJ 0 t5 3 15.5 13 0 E
19.3 21.0 t9 5 16.7 15.6 15.6 t3.8 15.9 20 4 21.2 21 6 18.3 ESE
24 4 25.5 23.1 19.7 18.1 16.3 16.2 19.2 21 4 26.8 27.8 22.2 SE
21.7 22.7 209 18.3 16.7 142 142 l¡6 195 22.5 ?59 196 SSE
16.1 17.2 t6.2 14.4 12.8 t2.O l1 6 lt 5 13.l t8.0 218 15.5 s
165 1¿.8 l4.l 141 ,t3.7 t2.9 11.9 11.8 12.2 17.6 189 148 SSW
18.8 168 1i.2 15.0 14.'i 13.5 12.4 t1.5 15. I 213 216 166 sw
r8 9 17.5 17.6 17. I 16.0 14.9 14.0 13.3 f7.6 18. I 19 6 1t 2 WSW
20. f 19 3 20 2 19.2 18.8 17.1 15.6 16.0 16.7 l8 5 20.4 18 5 W
21 9 20 4 21 5 20.0 tg.O 17 3 15.4 17.9 18 2 t9.2 t9.0 19 2 WNW
f5.6 157 138 12.4 12.0 tt.3 1.t4 ll4 12.4.13.7 l4 I \32 NW
l0r 95 92 8.8 8.3 80 8.4 8.¡ 9.3 92 97 9t NHW

Joulor diroct¡onr
13 1 13 9 r3.; 12.6 12.4 l0I 9.7 9.5 t2.5 r2.8 13.3 12.2

DoNNÊEs BEL.aTtvEs A LA srAltoN
La slalron esl s¡luèe sur une vasle corñiche ptate.
s élevant á l50 m au-dessr¡s dg ta nv¡rc Skoena.
compllemenl entourée d€ collines el de monl¡9rìês. La
vâllee. âu sud. débouchant dans te Ctrenât Dor/qtas.
provoeuc un cllel d earlonnor ql¡t donne ¡ì¡rss,tilcc a (lù
violenls v€nls d€ sud cAusès par dqs lempetps dans lr)
golls d Alaska el á desvronlenls venls ctu rìor(1 du: ¿ur
rnv¡srons cl arr lrotd de l'^rcltque Le vent sû\tllie
rar emeill de I osl os de I ouosl.

FREOUENCE EN %

Me¡imum Hourly Speod
7J ;; ;2

WS!! SE SSE
Moximum GuBl Sp€od

129 ttr 108 95 90 80 80 74 r13 1r3 117 t30 l3O. ,V SÊ ESE SE SE SE SE WI{!V SE SSE SSE SE SE

Hetghl ol ¿nemomeler 18.9 m hauleua de l.aneñomelrs

ST,AfION INFORMATION DONNEES RELAf¡VES A LÄ STÂTION
The srtc rs lc.:.ìte,l .'n i¡e Êsii\r¡:ìta Pnr.ilsurJ cn :he L ('dcr¡ccilì.jfr ;e rrouie d¡ns ra penrnsute
*t!51 co.lsl,.l tJrìCir'er ':r¡r'C. i::rñcOrAte ¿rrpcrt r!Edstav¡sta iurt,¡cCteOuestde¡ile(teVânCOuver LeS
surrci¡rl(l,n^'.lle^+¡\'rv*rr')r:!d¡rl(!,illerrornelef s aoords de r¿err.;ioil -lanl trs bor5es on a placc
l0 r¡ .rO¡rrr' (;¡r\Li::(l l.Ìr '1ìOrc\,'d ,j¡l)csurr 3rlc rS l iùrcrnr)ilrtre.ì jO m,¡r¡.'lesSrr5 dr¡ lot floUr cn Jnìetror{rÍ
a,l(,rÌ lo :hc s'l.l :.rìr:lì,) r5l 'a .!r,sl i¡rtl/ llrrllrjr¡,d I r,xLì,r\rtroñ e ,,t.r, ¡,,t 0trÍÌ!ù ¡ ¡J rûrtr drr sud.rÌst aw¡lll ,rìr"l:ì ìrr(l .ìi.'¡r:5 .!r'j: t"¡orcX rìôr[ì .o l\rUIrl;rcsl{l!,!,ìr¡ìCdOrrtoOir(teSf)ritrtsbrasderner
r\cf|'p¡sì ;¡r'(: :_rì¡ ' ¡i(: :c,'!t rr.r5i '.r ..:i¡t¡ìrasi b! r,t (:Fs r:i5 r_-9 t -:t,,91 1(' ôord-e5t Þn oêssanl te nord. ql

V¡ler!€ horsiro ñ¡xiñalo
6¿ 64 64 50 56 80 77 r00 80 loo
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APPENDD( E'

POTENTIAL OILED DEBRIS MANAGEMENT SITE #1
PHYSICAL DATA

SOILS & TERRAIN M,{P DATA

Parent Material: Marine, moderately stratified mantle.

Surface Expression: A mantle or blanket of unconsolidated material.

Thickness: > lm

Texture: Very fine grained silty clay.

Drainage: The modal soil is moderately well drained (excess moisture for a
short but significant period of the year).

General topography: Undulating, 2 - 5o/o slope.

Vegetation Zonation: Coastal western hemlock-Pacific silver fir zone; western red
cedar subzone.

SITE INVESTIGATION & TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP DATA

Augered Soil Inspection: Yellowish grey to brown, compact silty clay, fine grained. Where
dry, clay very friable.

Drainage: Dry.

Site Gradient: Level.

Vegetation:

Elevation:

Distance to nearest
surface waterway: 4OO m

Available working area: > 5 ha

Previously clear-cut, with regrowth underway.

3O metres a.s.l.

H-23



APPENDD( 'F'

POTENTIAL OILED DEBzuS MANAGEMENT SITE #2
PHYSICAL DATA

SOiT,S & TERRAIN MAP DATA

Parent Material: Fluvioglacial.

Surface Expression: Fan or cone.

Thickness:

General topography: Predominantly level, O - O.5o/o slope. Some undulating, 2 - 5o/o

slope.

Vegetation Zonation'. Coastal western hemlock-Pacific silver fir zone; western red
cedar subzone.

SITE INVESTIGATION & TOPOGRAPHICAL M,AP DATA

Augered Soil Inspection: Reddish brown to tight brown, silty to gravelly grained sand.
Friable.

Texture:

Drainage:

Drainage:

Site Gradient:

Vegetation:

Elevation:

Distance to nearest
surface waterway: 40O m

Available working area: > 5 ha

Gravelly loamy sand.

Imperfectly drained, soil wet on subsurface.

Water ponding in some areas.

Level.

Previously clear-cut.

50 metres a.s.l.

H- 24



APPENDD( 'G'

POTENTIAL OILED DEBzuS MANAGEMENT SITE #3
PHYSICAL DATA

SOIIS & TERRAIN MAP DATA

Parent Material: 8Oolo colluviurn, 2Oo/o moraine.

Surface Expression: Hummocþ.

Thickness: lO cm - 1 m of colluvium veneer.
> I mmorainalblanket.

General topography: Predominantly strongly rolling, f 5 - 30% slope. Some
moderately rolling I - l5o/o slope.

Vegetation Zonation: Coastal western hemlock-Pacific silver ftr zonei western red
cedar subzone.

SITE INVESTIGATION & TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP DATA

Augered Soil Inspection: Light brown, very fine grained silty clay. Friable.

Drainage: Appeared dry.

Site Gradient: Level.

Texture:

Drainage:

Vegetation:

Elevation:

Distance to nearest
surface waterway: 4OO m

Available working area: > 5 ha

BO%o Gravelly loamy sand, 2Oo/o flravelly sandy loam

BOo/o well drained, no excess moisture most of the year.
2Oo/o rnoderately well drained, excess moisture for short but
significant part of the year.

Previously clear-cut, no regrowth.

5O metres a.s.l.

It-25



APPEI\trDD( 'H'

POTENTIAL OILED DEBRIS MANAGEMENT SITE #4
PHYSICAL DATA

SOIIS & TERRAIN MAP DATA

Parent Material: 60%o moraine, 4Oo/o colluvium.

Surface Expression: Sandy morainal blanket.

Thickness: > 1m.

Texture: 8oo/o gravelly sandy loam, 2oo/o {ravelly loamy sand.

Drainage: 8O%o moderately well drained, excess moisture for a short but
significant part of the year.

2Oo/o well drained, no excess moÍsture for most of the year.

General topography: Predominantly gently rolling, 5 - 9o/o slope. Some moderately
rolling 15 - 3Oolo slope.

Vegetation Zonation: Coastal western hemlock-Pacific silver fir zone; western red
cedar subzone.

SITE INVESTIGATION & TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP DATA

Augered Soil Inspection: Not tested

Drainage: Not seen.

Site Gradient: Level.

Vegetation: Not seen. Very likely previously clear-cut as evidenced by logging
roads which were not passable.

Elevation: 40 metres a.s.l.

Distance to nearest
surface waterway: 75O m

Available working area: > 5 ha

F{-26



APPEItrDIX 'I'

POTENTIAL OILED DEBRIS MANAGEMENT SiTE #5
PHYSICAL DI(TA

SOILS & TERRAIN VIEP DATE

Parent Material: 500/o colluvium, 5Oolo moraine (schist derived).

Surface Expression: Colluvium/ morainal veneer overlying bedrock.

Thickness: lO cm to I m.

Texture: Gravelly loam.

Drainage: Well drained, no excess moisture for most of the year.

General topography: Predominantly moderately rolling, 9 - Lío/o slope. Some hilly,
3O - 6o0/o slope.

Vegetation Zonation: Coastal western hemlock-Pacific silver fir zone; western red
cedar subzone.

SITE INVESTIGATION & TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP DATA

Augered Soil Inspection: Not tested

Drainage:

Site Gradient:

Vegetation:

Elevation:

Distance to nearest
surface waterway: 4OO m

Available working area: > 5 ha

Not seen.

Dipping 3.3o or 60/oto the SSW.

Not seen.

4OO metres a.s.l.
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APPENDD( 'J

POTENTIAL OILED DEBRIS MANAGEMENT SITE #6
PHYSICAL DATA

SOII^S & TERRAIN MAP DATA

Parent Material: 6Oolo fluvial, 2Oo/o moraine, and 2Oo/o colluvium.

Surface Expression: Morainal blanket

Thickness: > I m

Texture: 60% very gravelly loamy sand, 2Oo/o flravelly sandy loarn,2Oo/o
gravelly loam.

Drainage: Moderately well drained to well drained.

General topography: Steeply sloping, t5 - 3Oo/o slope.

Vegetation Zonation: Coastal western hemlock-Pacific silver fir zone; western red
cedar subzone.

SITE INVESTIGATION & TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP DATA

Augered Soil Inspection: Not tested due to predominant stumpage.

Drainage:

Site Gradient:

Vegetation:

Elevation:

Distance to nearest
surface waterway: 4O0 m

Available working area: > 5 ha

Dry.

Dipping lOo or l8olo to the SSW.

Clear-cut, no regrowth.

l4O metres a.s.l.
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APPENDIX 'K'

POTENTIAL OILED DEBzuS MANAGEMEIVI SITE #7
PHYSICAL DATA

SOII^S & TERRAIN MAP DATA

Parent Material: 6Oolo fluvial, 4Oo/o moraine.

Surface Expression: Morainal blanket.

Thickness: > I m

General topography: Predominantly gently rolling, 5 - 9o/o slope. Some steeply rolling,
15 - 3Oo/o slope.

Vegetation Zonation: Coastal western hemlock-Pacific silver ftr zonei western red
cedar subzone.

SITE INVESTIGATION & TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP DATA

Augered Soil Inspection: Light coloured gravelly sandy loam.

Drainage: Dry.

Texture:

Drainage:

Site Gradient:

Vegetation:

Elevation:

Distance to nearest
surface waterwav: 4OO m

Available working area: > 5 ha

6Oolo gravelly sandy loam, 4Oo/o very gravelly loamy sand.

Well drained to moderately well drained.

Dipping 5'or 9%o to the SW.

Just clear-cut.

l20 metres a.s.l.
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POTENTIAL OILED DEBRIS MANAGEMENT SITE #8
PHYSICAL DATA

SOII^S & TERRAIN MAP DATA

Parent Material: 8oo/o moraine, 2Oo/o fluvial.

Surface Expression: 600/o morainal blanket inter-mixed with 4Oolo fluvioglacial
overlying morainal blanket.

Thickness: > I m

General topography: Predominantly gentty rolting, 5 - 9o/o slope. Some moderately
rolling, 9 - I5o/o slope.

Vegetation Zonation: Coastal western hemlock zone: coast Douglas-fir subzone.

SITE INVESTIGATION & TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP DATA

Augered Soil Inspection: Not tested.

Texture:

Drainage:

Drainage:

Site Gradient:

Vegetation:

Elevation:

Distance to nearest
surface waterway: 4OO m

Available working area: > 5 ha

B0o/o gravelly sandy loam, 2Oo/o very gravelly loamy sand.

Well drained to moderately well drained.

Not seen.

Dipping 3.3o or 60/o lo the south.

Not seen.

IOO metres a.s.l.
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POTENTIAL OILED DEBRIS MANAGEMENT SITE #9
PHYSICAL DATA

SOII^S & TERRAiN MAP DATA

Parent Material: 33o/o moraine, 33o/o fluvial, 33olo colluvium.

Surface Expression: 600/o morainal blanket inter-mixed with 2Oo/o fluvioglacial and
2Oolo colluvium.

Thickness: > I m

Texture:

Drainage:

Topography:

Drainage:

Site Gradient:

Vegetation Zonation'. Coastal western hemlock zone: coast Douglas-fir subzone.

SITE INVESTIGATION & TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP DATA

Augered Soil Inspection: Not tested.

66% gravelly sandy loam, 33olo very gravelly loamy sand.

Mostly well drained.

Moderately rolling, I - l5o/o slope.

Not seen.

Dipping 2.3" or 4o/oto the SW.

Vegetation: Not seen. Probably previously clear-cut based on extensive
logging roads in the area.

Elevation: 140 metres a.s.l.

Distance to nearest
surface waterway: 30O m

Available working area: > 5 ha
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